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electricity was generated in the UK for 67 days,  
22 hours, and 55 minutes – the longest ‘coal-free’ 
period since electricity was first produced in the 
UK in the 1880s. 

We have also seen that renewables are less 
volatile than fossil fuels, and know that new 
renewable energy capacity can be installed 
more quickly, making it more attractive to 
investors. Uncertainty remains over the revenue 
stream of variable renewables, and is compounded 
by the impact of ‘price cannibalization’. However, we 
are seeing increasing interest in corporate power 
purchase agreements (PPAs) as a mitigating measure 
that can provide greater certainty to all parties.

We predict another significant rise in renewables 
deployment this decade thanks to continuing 
reduction in the cost of energy from variable 
renewables; increased efficiency from technology 
improvements, digitalization and data analytics; 
compatibility to combine with advanced energy-
storage solutions; and zero emissions once 
operational. We forecast that solar and wind will 
meet 62% of the world’s electricity needs by 2050.

With the earlier than anticipated peaking of oil, 
and continued rapid decline of coal, our forecast 
shows that CO2 emissions have most likely 
already peaked (in 2019). Nonetheless, the 
longer-term decline in emissions is not 
significantly accelerated by the pandemic, and 
the energy transition is nowhere close to being 
fast enough to deliver on the climate goals of 
the Paris Agreement. Even though wind and 
solar will dominate electrical generation by 
mid-century, it will not be enough. 

The world has changed dramatically in 2020 as a 
result of the coronavirus pandemic. There is 
enormous human suffering, while the economic 
damage is deep, wide and long-lasting – 
reducing global GDP in 2050 by 9% relative 
to pre-pandemic forecasts.1

COVID-19 has impacted hugely on energy supply 
and demand in the short term and will have 
lasting behavioural impacts when the pandemic 
ends. Renewables has so far been the most 
resilient energy source during coronavirus 
lockdown measures. Solar and wind power 
generation have demonstrated that they can 
reliably supply a larger proportion of energy 
demand. For example, no coal-powered 

FOREWORD

1      ‘The impact of COVID-19 on the energy transition’, DNV GL, June 2020.  
https://www.dnvgl.com/energy-transition/impact-of-covid19-on-the-energy-transition.html
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COVID-19 impacts may have granted us an extra 
year for ‘allowable’ emissions before the carbon 
budget for the 1.5°C target is exhausted, according 
to this year’s findings of our Energy Transition Outlook 
Model; but we can do more to transition faster.

We have the technology, but if we are going to 
speed up the transition, we desperately need 
governments around the world to dare to commit 
to post-pandemic economic stimulus packages 
and new focused policies and regulation that 
drive the uptake of low or zero-carbon sustainable 
solutions, everywhere. We also need higher 
carbon pricing; renewable technology rapidly 
deployed at scale; expanded, reinforced and 
upgraded grid infrastructure; and greater 
energy-efficiency measures.

The many companies that will survive the 
coronavirus crisis want to continue with their 
2050 net-zero plans. We sense an appetite for this 
from our customers. In some cases, the crisis has 
meant a stronger spotlight on emissions reduction 
targets and the impetus to make the transition 
happen faster. As countries and markets continue 
to reopen for business, companies will renew 
their business structures to first stabilize and 
then position themselves for future growth in this 
new paradigm. But the cost of not taking action 
now could be severe. It will vary by company and 
sector, with some delaying decarbonization while 
others attack this with renewed intensity.

The next phase of the energy transition demands 
committed implementation of new technologies 
and digital grid operations. We must develop and 
deploy these technologies including floating 
offshore wind, hydrogen, high-voltage direct 
current (HVDC) + hybrid grids, and electric 
vehicles. Efficiently integrating vast volumes of 

variable generation adds complexity to power 
systems and will require significant investment in 
grid infrastructure, more intelligent grid operation, 
energy markets closer to being real-time, and 
extensive utilization of flexibility options. Grid 
flexibility will be provided by battery storage, 
greater grid interconnection, demand side 
response and flexible generation. We will also see 
the rise of the supergrid in Greater China, the Indian 
Subcontinent and Europe as grids expand to cover 
larger market areas.

We have the technology and we have the means, 
but we all need to promote new ideas, and to 
share innovation and proven solutions. And 
crucially, we need policies and regulation to 
support this. We need to find ways to transition 
faster together towards a clean energy future for 
the benefit of all of us. And we need to do it now – 
the clock is ticking really fast. At DNV GL, we are 
12,000 colleagues ready to do our part, as nothing 
is more important to us than safeguarding life, 
property and the environment.

 

Ditlev Engel

 “ We desperately need governments 
around the world to dare to commit 
to post-pandemic economic 
stimulus packages and new 
focused policies and regulation 
that drive the uptake of low 
or zero-carbon sustainable 
solutions, everywhere.
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The energy transition towards a net-zero carbon 
future is characterized by a profound shift 
towards electrification and to generating that 
electricity from renewable sources. DNV GL’s 
main Energy Transition Outlook (ETO) covers all 
aspects of this extensive and rapid change. In this 
companion report to the main ETO, we provide 
more detailed analysis and insight on the 
implications for power generation, transmission  
and distribution, and electricity use.

Our ETO is based on our own independent 
energy model, which tracks and forecasts 
regional energy demand and supply, as well as 
energy transport between regions. The model 
divides the world into 10 geographical regions 
with the inputs and results being the weighted 
average of the countries within them. The model 
is enhanced by our own experts to provide our 
‘best estimate’ of energy systems out to 2050, 
as such it is not forecasting the future we want, 
but what we think is about to unfold with the 
trajectories we see and expect.

MAIN OUTCOMES

Three main outcomes stand out from 
our projection of the future.

1. SOLAR AND WIND WILL DOMINATE 
ELECTRICAL GENERATION
By 2050, an astounding 17,000 gigawatts (GW) 
of installed solar and wind capacity will be 
generating 62% of the world’s electricity needs. 
This is 14 times today’s 1,250 GW capacity, 
resulting in annual installations averaging 
around 780 GW in the 2040s. This growth will be 
driven by electricity demand and the fact that 
– irrespective of the vital shift to a net-zero 
carbon future – solar and wind generation will 
increasingly be the most economical source of 

generation. Advances in solar module and wind 
turbine technology, the economies of scale,  
and smarter operations will further reduce the 
levelized cost of energy. Efficiently integrating 
vast volumes of variable generation will require 
significant investment in grid infrastructure, 
more intelligent grid operation, closer-to-real-
time energy markets and extensive utilization of 
flexibility options. Grid flexibility will be 
provided by battery storage, greater grid 
interconnection, demand side response (DSR)  
and flexible generation.

Solar and wind, together with other fossil-free 
sources of generation – hydro, nuclear and 
biomass – will supply more than 83% of electricity  
by mid-century, compared to 36% today.

2. CARBON EMISSIONS HAVE PEAKED
But they have peaked for the wrong reasons. 
The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically 
impacted on energy supply and demand in the 
short term and will have lasting impacts once the 
pandemic dissipates. In 2050 we predict an 8% 
drop in energy use attributable to COVID-19, 
resulting in energy demand being 424 exajoules 
(EJ), almost exactly the same as in 2018. In total, 
over the next three decades CO2 emissions are
anticipated to be 75 gigatonnes (Gt) lower than 
a scenario without COVID-19.

With the earlier than anticipated peaking of oil, 
and continued rapid decline of coal use, our 
forecast shows that CO2 emissions likely 
peaked in 2019. While this seems like good 
news for decarbonization, the coronavirus 
pandemic is exacting a heavy and tragic toll on 
lives and livelihoods, increasing poverty and 
hunger, and reducing growth prospects for 
those who need it most. 
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There is potential for a much more socially just and 
sustainable energy transition that does not cause the 
harm and disruption associated with the COVID-19 
crisis. It needs to be an affordable transition based 
on highly efficient energy use and net-zero supply. 

3. WE NEED TO TRANSITION
FASTER TOGETHER
Despite more-efficient technologies for energy 
use, such as electrification in buildings, manufacturing
and road transport, and highly efficient electrical 
generation from renewables, the ‘most likely’
future we forecast is one in which average global 
temperatures rise 2.3°C above pre-industrial
levels by the end of the century; clearly short of 
the Paris Agreement goal of ‘well below 2°C… 
and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature 
increase to 1.5°C’.

Facing the unprecedented challenge of 
transitioning to a clean energy future amid a 
global pandemic creates the risk that long-term 
economic uncertainty will dampen climate 
initiatives. But it also presents an opportunity to 
focus enormous economic stimulus packages 
on long-term sustainable solutions. While the 
depth of the climate crisis is immense, we have 
the technologies to prevent unsustainable 
global warming. Companies and governments 
must act now to accelerate the uptake of 
renewables, future-proof our power grids, 
and improve energy-efficiency measures, 
enabling us to transition faster together. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Key takeaways for our sector relate to 
generation, the grid, and use of power.

GENERATION
The major takeaway for stakeholders in electricity 
generation is the huge opportunity from the 
growth in wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) 
projects. The challenges will be to find the right 
sites, swiftly adapt to changing incentive 
schemes and regulations, and manage the 
transition to subsidy-free renewables. With 
greater reliance on revenue from open power 
markets, developers and owners will need 
greater understanding of electricity market 
opportunities and risks. This will increasingly 
include assessment of hybrid projects – 
renewables plus storage – to maximize the 
value of their generation. 

Owners of power-plant portfolios will need to 
adapt to the growing proportion of variable 
renewables. Thermal power plants will need 
increasingly to provide flexibility to the power 
system, and renewables will play a more integral 
role in the grid. Gas-fired generation will 
continue to play an important role, but coal 
generation will decline significantly, highlighting 
the potential risk for stranded assets.

Efficient financing of the volume of distributed 
generation required for the transition will be 
essential. We encourage the finance community  
to take away a long-term perspective on our 
ETO results, as project risks cannot be easily 
assessed on the basis of current power-price 
fluctuations, decreased overall demand, supply-
chain issues, and generation priorities. 
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THE GRID
The doubling in demand for electricity – from 24 
petawatt hours per year (PWh/yr) in 2019 to 48 
PWh/yr in 2050 – changing load patterns from 
electric heating and vehicles, and the huge shift in 
how that power is generated, will drive substantial 
change in transmission and distribution systems 
worldwide. While the energy transition will drive 
change for power systems, grids and electricity 
markets will be essential enablers for the transition. 
Challenges will include expanding, reinforcing 
and upgrading the grid to maintain high reliability, 
and embracing digitalization to operate more 
efficiently and flexibly.

With their common interest in integrating more 
renewables, we expect to see closer collaboration 
between transmission and distribution operators; 
distribution network operators transitioning to 
distribution system operators and procuring 
more grid services; and growth in cross-border 
ancillary services. Electricity transmission and 
distribution systems will experience much greater 
variations in power flows, and more extremes of 
high and low usage, including periods of reverse 
flow in distribution systems. Planning upgrades to 
cope with this is an important takeaway for system 
operators and regulators. Funding models for grid 
operators may need to change, to allow more 
rapid development in the face of greater uncertainty; 
i.e. regulators will have to allow grid operators to 
take investment risks, and accept that they (and 
eventually the electricity consumer) will have to 
pay whenever they get it wrong.

USE OF POWER
Improvements in energy intensity – energy use per 
unit of output – will remain the most important 
factor in reducing energy demand in the coming 
decades. However, our ETO highlights that the 
current uptake of efficiency measures by large 
corporates and heavy industry remains lower than 
financial returns merit. This presents an opportunity 
for buyers to reassess routes to reduce energy 
spend and emissions, one such route being 
greater electrification. 

Larger energy consumers will need increasingly to 
pay closer attention to government policies and 
regulations regarding climate-change initiatives. 
These may present opportunities for support with 
energy-efficiency initiatives but may also bring 
penalties for exceeding emissions thresholds. Given 
that measures today will have a disproportionately 
higher impact than those in five to ten years’ time, 
companies with the foresight and resources to act 
now will benefit from higher valuations and growth. 
One trend that will facilitate action now is 
digitalization, enabling energy cost savings 
through smarter building management, and aiding  
the provision of flexibility solutions for the grid. 

In addition to increased electrification in buildings 
and manufacturing, the huge number of electric 
vehicles (EVs) on our roads by 2050 is one of the 
main drivers behind the growth in electricity 
demand. It will result in electricity demand for 
transportation rising from close to zero today to 
a 14% share in world total electricity demand by 
mid-century. This transition shifts energy demand 
away from oil, improves energy efficiency, and 
reduces greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
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Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, 
property, and the environment, DNV GL enables 
organizations to advance the safety and 
sustainability of their businesses.

We are a global provider of risk management, 
assurance, and technical advisory services in more 
than 100 countries. Approximately 70% of our 
business is energy related. Two of our main business 
areas are focused on the oil and gas, and renewables 
and power sectors. As the world’s largest ship 
classif ication society, vessel fuels and the 
seaborne transportation of energy as crude oil, 
liquefied natural gas (LNG), and coal are also key 
topics for us.

This publication is one element of DNV GL’s suite 
of ETO reports. In all, four publications provide 
predictions through to 2050 for the entire world 
energy system. These outlooks are based on our 
own independent energy model, which tracks 
and forecasts regional energy demand and supply, 
and energy transport between regions.

Our ETO was first published in September 2017. 
Based on our insights and knowledge of these 
industries, we have since updated and refined 
our independent forecast of the world’s energy 
future and how the energy transition may unfold. 
We have shared with stakeholders and customers 
our foresight into, and high-level analyses of, 

supply and demand trends, and have secured 
feedback from them to update our model. The 
revised forecast is included in this 2020 ETO, 
which also considers the implications for industries 
involved in electricity generation, transmission 
and distribution and end use.

Alongside the company’s main ETO report,2 the 
suite includes three others discussing implications 
for separate industries: oil and gas;3 power supply 
and use (this report);4 and maritime.5

Our core ETO Model (Figure 1.1) is a system 
dynamics feedback model, implemented with 
the Stella modelling tool. It predicts energy 
demand and the energy supply required to 
meet it. Key demand sectors such as buildings, 
manufacturing, and transportation (air, maritime, 
rail and road) are analysed in detail.

In a somewhat crowded field of energy forecasting, 
our work seeks to create value through:

 — source-to-end use treatment of the entire 
energy system

 — focus on technology trends and needs  
for the future

 —  focus on the ongoing transition rather than  
on the status quo of the energy system.

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an overview of the suite of ETO reports 
and the ETO Model.

2     'Energy Transition Outlook 2020: A global and regional forecast to 2050, DNV GL, September 2020. https://eto.dnvgl.com/2020/index.html
3     'Energy Transition Outlook 2020: Oil and gas, Forecast to 2050, DNV GL, September 2020. https://eto.dnvgl.com/2020/index.html
4     'Energy Transition Outlook 2020: Power supply and use, Forecast to 2050, DNV GL, September 2020. https://eto.dnvgl.com/2020/index.html
5     'Energy Transition Outlook 2020: Maritime, Forecast to 2050, DNV GL, September 2020. https://eto.dnvgl.com/2020/index.html
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Figure 1.1 presents the framework of our model. The arrows in the diagram show information flows, 
starting with population and gross domestic product (GDP) per person, while physical flows are in 
the opposite direction. Policy influences all aspects of the energy system. Energy-efficiency improvements 
in extraction, conversion and end use are a cornerstone of the transition.
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In this report for the power and renewables industries, 
we review the implications of our ETO forecasts for 
key stakeholders in several industries that DNV GL 
advises and assists: electricity generation, electricity 
transmission and distribution; and energy use.6  
The implications are intended to be relevant  
to investors, developers, owners, operators, 
suppliers, consumers, regulators and policymakers.

We divide the world into 10 geographical regions 
as shown in Figure 1.2. They are chosen based on 
location, resource richness, extent of economic 
development, and energy characteristics. Each 
region’s input and results are the sum of all the 
countries in it. Typically, weighted averages are 
used; countries with the largest populations, 
energy use, and so on, are assigned more 
weight when calculating averages for relevant 
parameters. Prominent characteristics of certain 
countries are averaged over the entire region.

More detailed analysis, based on our model, is 
available from DNV GL on request. We can tailor 
such content to the needs of individual organizations 
and companies. The data behind each chart is 
available for download on our open industry 
platform, Veracity.7 

We also stress that we present only one ‘most likely’ 
future, not a collection of scenarios. The coming 
decades to 2050 hold significant uncertainties. 
These are notably in areas such as future energy 
policies; emerging energy sources; human 
behaviour and reaction to policies; the pace 
of technological progress; and trends in the 
pricing of existing and new technologies. 
We do, however, include specific analysis of 
the impact of COVID-19 in Chapter 5 of this report, 
and a full analysis of sensitivities related to our 
energy system modelling is available in our 
main report.

6     A large part of total energy consumption is due to water and space heating. However, most heat is generated by the end user; so, its impact appears 
in our results as demand for fuels. Consequently, this report does not cover heat supply as a separate topic.

7    www.veracity.com

  North America (NAM)

  Latin America (LAM)

  Europe (EUR)

  Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA)

  Middle East  
and North Africa (MEA)
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  South East Asia (SEA)

  OECD Pacific (OPA)

FIGURE 1.2

Global regions in the DNV GL Energy Transition Outlook
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The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically impacted 
on energy supply and demand in the short term. 

Some longer-term behavioural effects are expected, 
most notably travel for work. This major street in 

Jakarta is unusually quiet as a result of lockdown.
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2.1 PRINCIPLES

The model incorporates the entire energy system 
from source to end use and simulates how its 
components interact. It includes all sources supplying 
the energy, and the main consumers of energy 
(buildings, manufacturing, and transport). We model 
the flow of energy carriers from primary energy supply 
to final energy demand, the point at which energy 
carriers are in final tradable form. For example, our 
modelling of final energy demand accounts for how 
much fuel is used by vehicles but does not calculate the 
‘mechanical work’ that they do (the energy provided 
by the engine to the wheels). Population and 
economic growth are the two main drivers of the 
energy system’s demand side in the model.

The model uses a merit order cost-based algorithm 
to drive the selection of energy sources. The 
evolution of the cost of each energy source over 
time is therefore critical, and we consider industrial 
learning-curve effects (the rate at which cost 
reduces for every doubling of output). 

By design, the level of detail throughout the model 
is not uniform. Sectors where DNV GL has strong 
expertise and large business exposure, such as oil 
and gas, power, and maritime, are reflected in more 
detail than where we have little exposure, like coal. 
In addition, we treat demand categories critical to 
the energy transition, such as road transport, more 
thoroughly than more marginal ones.

It is also important to state what the model  
does not reflect. We have no explicit fossil-fuel 
energy markets with separate demand and supply 
determining prices; our approach concentrates on 
energy costs, with the assumption that prices will 
follow costs in the long run.

The ETO Model makes economic decisions to build 
new assets such as electricity generating plants and 
gas import plants. It normally ‘retires’ assets at the 
end of their technical lifetimes, but high operating 
costs and lower utilization lead to early retirements.

The ETO Model includes flows of fossil fuels 
between the 10 global regions but does not 
include cross-border electricity flows. This is 
justified by the currently very low levels of such 
flows, though this may change in future. For 
instance, projects such as the Northeast Asian 
supergrid that aims to link the electricity grids of 
China, Mongolia, Japan, Korea and possibly 
Russia into a vast interconnected power system will 
form intercontinental ultra-high-voltage direct-
current (UHVDC) transmission systems. There are 
also plans to transmit renewable energy generated 
in the Gobi Desert via this supergrid.

We do not incorporate political instability or disruptive 
actions that may revolutionize energy demand or 
supply, accepting that what constitutes ’disruption’ is 
subjective. However, this year’s report does pay 
particular attention to the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic, most notably in the short term, but its 
longer-term effects have also been modelled.

2 KEY CONCLUSIONS  
FROM OUR 2020 MODEL

This chapter describes the principles on which our modelling is 
based, then summarizes the main results of relevance to this report. 
Full details are in the main ETO report.
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 − We build up this Outlook by considering energy 
demand and supply, focusing on yearly averages. 
The exception is our modelling of power system 
operation, which is at hourly granularity, to 
better model the impact of variable renewables.

 − We typically do not include technologies that 
we view as marginal, but do include new 
technologies which we expect to scale. We 
discuss breakthrough emerging technologies, 

but do not include them in the model forecast. 
The exception is hydrogen, which we model 
and discuss.

 − We discuss changes in consumer behaviour, 
evolving travel and work patterns, social 
media and other sociological trends; but we 
include and quantify them in only a few areas 
in our forecast.

Tonnes of oil equivalent (toe), watt-hours (Wh), 
or joules (J)? The oil and gas industry normally 
presents energy figures in multiples of toe; 1 
million toe (Mtoe), for example. The power 
industry uses kilowatt hours (kWh). The SI 
system’s main unit for quantifying energy is 
joules, but exajoules (EJ) when it comes to the very 
large quantities associated with national or global 
production. One exajoule is 1018 J, a billion 
billion joules.

 − As a practical example, it takes a joule of 
energy for a person to lift a 100-gramme 
smartphone by one metre. It is also the 
amount of electricity needed to power a 
one-watt (W) light-emitting diode bulb for 
one second. These examples illustrate that a 
joule is a very small unit of energy. When 
discussing global energy trends, we use EJ.

 − Another way of understanding energy quantities 
is to estimate the energy needed per person. 
The present amount of primary energy used 
per person averages 78 gigajoules (GJ) per 
year. A gigajoule is a billion joules. Shell (2016) 
estimates that it takes 100 GJ of primary energy 
per person each year to support a decent quality 
of life. In the much more efficient energy system 
of the future, we think less will be needed. We 
forecast that Europe’s average primary energy 
use per person will be 83 GJ in 2050, for example.

 − In this Outlook, we mainly use J or EJ as the unit 
of energy. In a few places, we use multiples of 
watt-hours (GWh, TWh) or Mtoe. The 
conversion factors that we apply are:

1 EJ = 23.88 Mtoe

1 EJ = 277.8 TWh

WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THE DNV GL OUTLOOK?

MEASURING ENERGY: TONNES OF OIL EQUIVALENT, WATT-HOURS, AND JOULES

KEY CONCLUSIONS FROM OUR 2020 MODEL CHAPTER 2
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The main report also contains analysis of uncertainties, 
i.e. the effects on the results of changing the most 
important or most uncertain assumptions; but this 
companion report does not include sensitivity analysis.

2.2  ENERGY DEMAND

One of the major outcomes of our 2020 outlook is 
that the impact of COVID-19 will result in 2019 being 
the year when energy demand was close to its peak 
in this first half of the 21st century. Following a drop of 
approximately 8% in energy demand due to the 
pandemic's impact in 2020, we forecast that 
demand will rise again, to peak at 444 EJ/yr in 
2034 before declining steadily to 424 EJ/yr by 
2050. Interestingly, the 2034 peak demand we 
are now forecasting is lower than the demand we 
forecast for 2050 in last year’s ETO (Figure 2.1). 
Although it is a future with lower GDP than would 
previously have been predicted, it is also one with 
less energy demand and consequently lower 
CO2 emissions. Global GDP will still have grown 
substantially by mid-century, almost doubling from 
today’s levels, but energy demand will have 
decreased slightly, due to technology and energy 
efficiency advancing faster than the global 
population and economy are growing.

The accelerated decline in energy intensity8 is in 
part due to increasing electrification of energy use. 
Despite declining total energy demand in the 2030s 
and 2040s, there is a very significant increase in the 
use of electricity as an energy carrier (Figure 2.2). In 
2019, electricity demand of 85 EJ/yr represented 
20% of world final energy demand; by 2050, its 
share will be 41% at more than 174 EJ/yr. Electricity 
displaces both coal and oil in the final energy 
demand mix.

2.2.1 TRANSPORT
In 2019, transport energy demand of 118 EJ/yr 
accounted for 27% of world total energy demand. 
Of the three major sources of energy demand 
(transport, buildings and manufacturing), transport 

is the most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic 
with significant travel restrictions for many nations 
lasting multiple months in 2020. We also anticipate 
that this sector will continue to be impacted in 2021 
and that there will be some longer-term effects as 
shifts in behaviour (most notably travel for work) last 
beyond the global health crisis. 2019 was therefore 
the peak year for transport energy demand.

Following a drop of approximately 17% in 2020 we 
forecast transport energy demand will rise to 112 
EJ/yr by 2023 before declining to 99 EJ/yr in 2050, 
when its share in the world total is approximately 
23%. Electrification of road transport, most 
significantly from the early 2020s when EVs achieve 
total cost of ownership parity with internal 
combustion engine vehicles, is the major reason 
for this reduction in energy demand.

The electrification of road transport has a significant 
impact on the broader energy transition, contributing 
to greater electrical demand, oil’s decline, and 
aiding integration of variable renewables. All of 
this significantly reduces carbon emissions. The 
results of the ETO Model in Figure 2.3 show that 
two- and three-wheeler vehicles will transition first 
(dominated by the Indian Subcontinent, Greater 
China and South East Asia), followed by passenger 
(cars, taxis etc.) and then commercial (buses, trucks 
etc.) vehicles. The figures for non-combustion 
alternatives include battery-electric and hydrogen 
fuel-cell vehicles; however, we predict that 
non-combustion light vehicles will be almost 
entirely battery-electric.

2.2.2 BUILDINGS
Global energy demand for buildings will grow by 
around 1% annually to 2040. It will then slow to 
0.4%, reaching 150 EJ/yr by 2050, when it will be 
more than a third (35%) of total demand compared 
with 29% today. This growth is driven by rising 
population and standard of living, particularly in 
countries such as China, India and Mexico, whose 
economies are growing rapidly. 

8       'Energy intensity: the energy use per unit of output.
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The resulting rise in energy consumption is mitigated 
somewhat by:

 — government regulation and incentives driving 
increases in energy efficiency

 — increased efficiency of energy-using equipment 
and systems

 — increased control over energy-using equipment 
and systems

 — electrification of end uses, such as space and 
water heating.

2.2.3 MANUFACTURING
Manufacturing consumed some 135 EJ of final 
energy in 2019, nearly a third (31%) of global final 
energy demand. We forecast that its share of total 
energy demand will remain relatively constant, 
though in absolute terms its demand will decline by 
7.5% over the forecast period, having peaked at 138 
EJ in 2033. Its growth in line with population and 
GDP growth will be restrained by improved 
efficiency, circular economy trends, and by 
electricity displacing coal and gas as energy 
carriers. Electricity’s 28% share of manufacturing 
energy demand in 2019 is set to grow to 41% in 2050. 

Electrification of heat in manufacturing will involve 
heat pumps for lower temperature requirements 
and direct electrical heating such as arc furnaces for 
higher temperature applications.

Outside the three big sectors of buildings, 
manufacturing and transport, the remaining 12%  
of energy demand is split between agriculture, 
forestry and other smaller categories, and by 
non-energy uses of fossil fuel; for example, as 
feedstock for asphalt, lubricants and petrochemicals.

2.3 ELECTRICITY DEMAND

We forecast that world electricity demand 
(excluding the energy industry’s own use) will 
double from 24 PWh/yr in 2019 to 48 PWh/yr in 
2050. This is due to higher standards of living for 
much of the world’s population, combined with 
electrification of energy use. Taking into account 
self-consumption by generators and storage, and 
power-to-hydrogen, global electricity demand is 
expected to increase from 26 PWh/yr to 56 PWh/yr 
over that period (Figure 2.4).
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Transport sector demand for electricity is 
negligible today and still does not match that of 
either buildings or manufacturing in 2050. 
However, it will have almost a 14% share in global 
demand for electricity by then, growth that will be 
a significant driver of the broader trend towards 
increasing electrical demand. 

2.4 ENERGY SUPPLY

The peak in primary energy supply is more marked 
than that of final energy demand. This is because of 
increasingly efficient methods of meeting society’s 
energy needs (Figure 2.5).

GLOBAL PRIMARY ENERGY SUPPLY TO PEAK
Global primary energy supply peaks in 2032, just 
1% higher than 2019 supply. It then drops more 
steeply than demand, decreasing by 54 EJ/yr (9%) 
from between its peak and 2050 compared with a 
drop from its peak of only 20 EJ/yr (4.5%) in energy 
demand. The major contributor to this effect is 
rising energy efficiency in power generation, as 
fossil-fuelled plant is replaced by renewable 

generation. For example, generating electricity 
from a wind farm, with only a few percent of electrical 
losses, is vastly more energy efficient than generating 
that same electricity from a coal-fired power station 
with losses of the order of 60%.

HYDROCARBONS TO PEAK
We foresee large shifts in the supply of primary 
energy. Oil and coal currently account for 28% and 
27% respectively of global energy supply. By 2023, 
gas will overtake coal and will then surpass oil in 
2026 to become the largest energy source.

Significantly, we predict that peak oil has already 
occurred. The supply of primary energy from oil will 
never recover to pre-COVID-19 levels. Peak gas is 
forecast to occur in 2035, a little later than previously 
forecast, and coal has already peaked. From 2035 
gas supply declines steadily to approximately 10% 
lower than its peak by 2050. Fossil fuels’ share of the 
primary energy mix will significantly decline from 
more than 80% now but will still be more than half 
(54%) at mid-century.
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ELECTRICITY
Figure 2.6 shows solar PV and wind growing rapidly, 
dominating the electricity mix by 2050, when they 
each have a 31% share. Wind generation is largely 
onshore, but offshore wind’s contribution will 
continue to grow, reaching about 28% of total wind 
production by mid-century. We have separately 
modelled floating offshore wind this year, which 
we anticipate will grow to generate a fifth of all 
offshore wind energy by mid-century.

The ramping up of renewables displaces coal, with 
other sectors remaining relatively constant. As total 
electricity generation rises significantly, and coal 
declines, the contribution from fossil fuels to the 
electricity mix drops to 17% by 2050.

2.5 ADDITIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
REQUIREMENTS

Electricity will meet an increasingly large share of final 
demand for energy, and will become the dominant 
energy carrier in 2034, with oil in second place.

Our forecast for growth in electricity demand and 
the massive expansion in renewable generation 
signals the need for a huge increase in the capacity 
of electricity grids. System operation will become 
more complex with new technologies including 
HVDC and hybrid (AC and DC) grids. It will also face 
having to operate the network closer to its thermal 
limits. In Greater China, the Indian Subcontinent 
and Europe, expansion of grids to cover larger 
market areas will move from interconnection to 
supergrids, extreme and ultra-high-voltage 
systems for long distance transmission. Section 3.3 
considers this in detail.
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There will be increased variability in generation 
profiles from increasing proportions of wind and 
solar PV, resulting in tough challenges to ensure 
that the grid is operated reliably and efficiently. 
As discussed in Section 3.2, storage and other 
flexibility options will play a key role in meeting 
this challenge.

Towards the end of the forecast period there will 
also be increasing requirements for infrastructure 
investment and deployment for the production, 
distribution and use of hydrogen. Hydrogen moves 
from approximately 1.6% of the mix of energy 
carriers in 2040 to 5.6% in 2050, a trend that we 
anticipate will continue into the second half of the 
century. Over half of this hydrogen will be from 
electrolysis in 2050, having implications for the 
power sector as a flexible-load and seasonal-
storage option, see Section 3.6 for details.

2.6 COMPARISON WITH ETO 2019 RESULTS

The ETO Model has been refined for 2020, with 
more detail as well as updated input data and 
assumptions. The main conclusions from 2019, of a 
peak in energy use and a rapid transition away from 
fossil fuels and significant electrification, are 
unchanged. However, the current COVID-19 global 
pandemic will impact the demand for energy in the 
short term, and we anticipate it having longer-term 
effects beyond the health crisis. Modelling of the 
pandemic’s impacts is one of the main changes 
from 2019. Figure 2.7 overleaf shows a comparison 
of the 2020 model results with and without COVID-
19, highlighting the significant drop in primary 
energy supply in 2020 due to COVID-19, and 
that the difference between the two results 
remains through the forecast period. Importantly, 
we also forecast CO2 emissions to be 75 Gt lower in 
total over the three decades, however this is for the 
wrong reasons.
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 — In this report, the percentage of electricity as an 
energy carrier in 2050 is a little higher than in 
our 2019 report, partially as a result of the 
longer-term effects of COVID-19 such as lower 
demand for oil than previously forecast.

 — The percentage of electricity generated by 
solar PV is slightly lower than our 2019 report 
and wind is slightly higher, with a greater share 
of the wind generation coming from onshore 
projects. This is due to refined estimates of 
projected capacity factors, future ‘capture 
price’ and improved forecasts of offshore 
development in some regions.

 — Hydrogen is seen as playing a bigger role than 
previously predicted during the ETO period, 
due to slightly lower costs for production; however, 
it still only serves as less than 6% of the mix of 
energy carriers by mid-century.

The energy transition we describe is still affordable, 
because energy’s share of global GDP will decrease 
from 3.14% today to 1.62% in 2050. However, 
despite lower CO2 emissions, the updated 
forecast still does not predict fast enough 
decarbonization to meet Paris Agreement 
targets for mitigating global climate change.  
If we are going to transition faster it will 
require governments around the world to 
commit to post-COVID-19 economic stimulus 
packages focused on low or zero-carbon 
sustainable solutions, higher carbon pricing, 
accelerated deployment of renewable power 
plants, increased electrification of energy use,  
grid infrastructure and energy efficiency measures.
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9       This generation figure accounts for all uses of electricity and losses.
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3.1 ELECTRICITY GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discussed the ETO Model’s 
forecasts for electricity demand, production and 
generation capacity. We see annual global electricity 
generation more than doubling (+114%) from 
almost 28 PWh in 2019 to more than 60 PWh9 in 
2050. This growth is overwhelmingly from increased 
solar PV and wind generation, with ‘conventional’ 
thermal generation declining (Figure 2.6).

3.1.1 VARIABLE RENEWABLES
Production and capacity
Our model forecasts global annual solar PV 
generation at 28 times current levels by 2050, 
rising from 0.7 PWh in 2019 to 18.7 PWh at 
mid-century. We see wind generation escalating 

from 1.4 PWh in 2019 to 15.5 PWh in 2050. 
Together, solar PV and wind cover some 62% of 
all electricity generation at mid-century. As for 
installed capacity, the share of solar PV and wind 
is almost 73% by 2050 (Figure 3.1). We estimate 
that 780 GW of new variable renewable capacity 
will be installed on average each year in the 
2040s, 90% of the installations market. 

The transition to solar PV and wind as the main 
sources of power varies by global region. In North 
America and OECD Pacific, new installations peak in 
the mid-2030s before declining steadily towards 
2050. The Indian Subcontinent, Latin America, and 
the Middle East and Africa will see continued growth 
in the annual additions of wind and solar throughout 
the forecast period. 

3 TECHNOLOGIES AND SYSTEMS

This chapter focuses on the key technologies and systems  
of power generation, transmission and distribution and use.  
We discuss the results from the ETO Model, as well as the 
expected key developments which may follow. 

FIGURE 3.1 

World power station installed capacity



10      'The average price that generation from a power plant is sold at. In general if variable renewables (most notably solar PV) generate at the same time 
then the power price tends to drop and therefore ‘capture price’ reduces.
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Slowing of additional capacity in more developed 
economies is largely driven by limited or no growth in 
demand for electricity during the 2040s; but is also 
impacted by the ‘capture price’10  for variable 
renewables reducing as penetration of variable 
renewables rises. 

Huge growth in generation from solar PV and wind in 
our model is driven by these being the most attractive 
economic choices. This takes into account current 
government policies and support mechanisms 
(including phasing out subsidies); continued capital 
cost reduction; and technological advances. Many 
nations have cut or ended renewables subsidies, and 
subsidy-free solar PV and wind projects are becoming 
the most attractive economic option for new 
electricity generation.

Our predicted power system of the future is driven by 
fundamentals such as population and GDP growth, 
and increasing electrification. The most economical 
technologies will increasingly be solar PV and wind 
due to high learning rates continuing to lower the 

levelized cost of energy (LCOE). There will be 
continual improvement in energy capture per 
project, or lower cost per megawatt hour (MWh). 
Here are some major technology trends that we see 
helping to reduce the LCOE: 

 — Solar PV
Significant advances in solar module technology, 
delivering more energy and better reliability, 
include the following:

 — Bifacial solar cells generating power from both 
sides of the panel have been observed to boost 
energy yield by 5-12%. This new technology is 
estimated to grow to more than 25% of total 
global module production in the next five years. 

 — Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC) 
technology has already enabled higher 
energy conversion efficiency by approximately 
10% above conventional PV cells. Further cell 
technology improvements are in the pipeline 
to continue pushing module efficiency higher.

State-of-the-art bifacial 
module mounted on a 
single-axis tracker

Monofacial modules 
mounted on a 
fixed-tilt frame

FIGURE 3.2
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11       Wind Farm Control, DNV GL, November 2018. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/wind-farm-control-133013
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 — A shift from multi-crystalline to mono-
crystalline silicon wafers, and eventually from 
p-type to n-type wafers, will achieve higher 
efficiencies and better power-to-cost ratios.

 — Larger silicon wafer size and half/third cells are 
already pushing module power beyond 500 W. 
These will rapidly replace existing standard 
wafers over the next three years.

Other solar PV trends include: greater use of single-
axis tracking, which will dramatically boost the 
capacity factor of ground mount installations; 
enhanced data monitoring and analysis to optimize 
operations, providing predictive maintenance and 
more sophisticated plant control; remote inspections 
using drones; and the growth of floating solar 
projects, in particular on reservoirs. 

 — Wind
We predict that average capacity factors in the wind 
industry will keep increasing in all regions. As the 
number of projects rises, new wind regimes will be 
exploited; and, though some may have lower 
average wind speeds, turbine manufacturers will 

continue to develop a range of models for varying 
wind conditions. For example, a 110 m rotor-diameter 
turbine with a rated power of 2 MW can capture 
approximately 6% more energy from a site with 
average wind speeds of 6 m/s than the same turbine 
with an 80 m rotor operating in 8 m/s average wind 
speeds. Trends such as this combined with repowering 
of older sites with modern turbines, and ever-increasing 
turbine size, particularly offshore, enable significantly 
improved energy production and reduced LCOE. 

Other wind trends include: wind farms increasingly 
providing services to the grid, more flexible 
generation and frequency response; ever-more 
detailed data and model-driven approaches  
(such as digital twins) to optimize life management of 
wind projects or assess repowering; and further 
improvement of manufacturing processes including 
potentially innovative methods such as 3D printing 
for blade components. Within five years, there will 
also be greater application of total wind-farm control, 
which can increase production while reducing 
structural loads, as highlighted in our recent 
publication, Wind Farm Control.11

FIGURE 3.3 
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We predict offshore wind will generate almost 9% 
of electricity globally by 2050, compared with 0.3% 
today. Some enablers of this trend are larger turbines; 
mega-sized projects, co-locating 3 GW or more of 
projects with significantly lower grid-connection 
cost/MW and more efficient development and 
deployment processes; and a more dedicated 
offshore supply chain. In addition, the 2020s will 
see floating wind progress from its infancy to 
full-scale demonstration projects and on to 
commercial-scale deployments. By 2050 we 
predict that floating offshore wind projects will 
have 255 GW of installed capacity, more than 20% 
of the offshore wind market. Figure 3.3 illustrates 
major components of a floating and bottom-fixed 
wind turbine. As new sites with greater water depth 
are sought and the technology matures, floating 
wind will be a very competitive offshore solution 
in various locations worldwide.

The issue of variability
The huge growth in capacity and power production 
from solar PV and wind is essential to reduce global 
CO2 emissions. Nevertheless, both technologies are 
inherently at the mercy of variable, if often predictable, 
weather patterns. Detailed modelling of the power 
systems in the 2020 ETO highlights the impact of 

fluctuations in hourly power generation and demand 
– which in turn impact on projected power prices – and 
the use of flexibility options such as DSR and storage. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the effect of the energy transition 
on electricity demand for dispatchable electricity 
generation. It shows the forecasted total electricity 
demand in the Netherlands in 2050 with a high 
penetration of renewables, a high electrification of 
demand, and limited use of electricity storage and 
demand response. The hourly load is sorted left to 
right according to the contribution of dispatchable 
generation to the total load. This case study is based 
on the DNV GL Smart Grid Scenario Model (DSSM). 
More details of this case study can be found in our 
position paper, Future-proof renewables.12

Curtailing of renewable generation is shown as a 
negative demand in Figure 3.4. It illustrates potential 
renewable generation ('surplus electricity') for which 
there is (without flexibility options) no demand, and 
which must therefore be curtailed. The requirement 
for dispatchable power, which is generally fossil 
based today, is shown as a positive demand (grey 
area). This increasing mismatch in time between 
generation and demand is putting the power system 
under pressure.

12     Future-proof renewables, DNV GL, August 2018. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/future-proof-renewables-103549
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FIGURE 3.4

Typical example of the total electricity demand in a system with a high penetration of variable 
renewable generation (approx. 75% of the total demand) and limited flexibility
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12     Future-proof renewables, DNV GL, August 2018. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/future-proof-renewables-103549
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Figure 3.4 illustrates that as we move to a carbon-free 
future, there is both opportunity and need for flexibility. 
The surplus electricity provides an opportunity for 
dispatchable power, which requires flexibility options.

A combination of solutions is needed. They include 
better prediction of renewable power generation 
levels, and demand response to react to excess 
renewables and shift electricity usage from peak 
periods to those of lower demand. Continued 
investment is required in the interconnectors 
between physical transmission systems, and in the 
links between generation and load centres. 

Energy storage will also play an increasingly 
important role in future power systems with high 
penetration of variable renewables generation; 
Section 3.2 discusses storage and other flexibility 
options in more detail, and Section 3.6 includes the 
role of hydrogen as one such option. Figure 3.5 
shows the fluctuation in electricity demand for North 
America in our ETO Model for an example week in 
2050, including the demand from storage. The 
corresponding supply is in Figure 3.6. These figures 
illustrate the likely variable, flexible and dynamic 
power systems of the future. For example, the hourly 
supply in Figure 3.6 shows substantial variations in 
solar PV production and how this is managed, in 
particular by flexible gas-fired generation and 
various forms of storage.

Despite the range of flexibility options available in the 
future there is still the risk of wholesale power ‘price 
cannibalization’ for variable renewable power plants. 
This term describes the depressive influence on the 
wholesale electricity price at times of high output 
from variable, weather-driven generation such as 
solar, onshore and offshore wind. 

The ETO indicates that wholesale power price 
cannibalization starts to slow growth of renewables 
generation in some regions with higher penetration. 
This is seen in the forecasted growth rates of wind 
and solar PV slowing a little in OECD Pacific and 

North America after 2040. The impact is slightly 
higher for solar PV due to a stronger correlation with 
daily production. Further details are provided in our 
report, Future-proof renewables.12

3.1.2 OTHER RENEWABLES
Hydropower is predicted to grow steadily out to 2050 
due to increasing demand for electricity, though its 
share in electrical generation declines slightly from 
approximately 16% to 14%. As a mature renewable 
technology, it is well understood. Long lead-
times, high capital expenditure (capex), limited 
geographical locations, and concern over potential 
environmental and social impacts limit its growth.

Reservoirs for hydropower store enormous 
amounts of energy and are key for seasonal 
balancing of electricity systems. The ability to 
support power quality and balance on different time 
scales may become increasingly appreciated by 
system operators, which we predict will result in 
hydro generation almost doubling by 2050.

Currently, generation from biomass is less than 2% of 
power supply. We predict that biomass will continue 
to play a very small role in power generation, 
dropping to less than 0.5% by 2050. Although the use 
of biomass for combined heat and power (CHP), or 
for district heating with dual electricity and biomass 
boilers, provides a potentially efficient flexible option 
in some markets, it is insufficient for it to play a larger 
role in the energy transition.

3.1.3 CONVENTIONAL THERMAL 
GENERATION
Production and capacity
Although total electricity production grows 
significantly, ‘conventional’ thermal generation 
declines during the ETO period, from approximately 
64% down to 17% (Figure 2.6). Post COVID-19, we see 
global electricity generation from coal remaining 
relatively constant out to 2030, then declining to less 
than a fifth of today’s levels. 
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Natural gas remains relatively constant out to 2050, 
and nuclear sees a moderate increase for the next 
decade before declining to approximately 70% of 
today’s levels by mid-century.

These global trends vary considerably by region. In 
Europe and North America, electricity generated from 
coal drops significantly in 2020 and continues to 
decline, with demand being met increasingly by a mix 
of renewable and gas generation. In recent months 
there has been little or no coal-fired power in the UK; 
in Q2 2020, the coal-free run lasted almost 68 days, 
the longest period of ‘coal-free’ power in the country 
since the 1880s. The UK government plans to 
phase out coal-fired plants by 2025. In the ETO Model 
regions of Greater China and the Indian Subcontinent 
electricity from coal is set to grow moderately, peaking 
around 2030, before also declining significantly by 2050. 

We predict that global installed capacity of 
‘conventional’ thermal generation will rise slightly 
post COVID-19 and then decline steadily out to 
2050. Though the installed coal-fired capacity only 
declines by roughly half over the ETO period, the 
generation declines to approximately a quarter, 
resulting in a significant drop in annual average 
capacity factor and highlighting the risk of stranded 
assets. Nuclear and gas capacity factors remain 
relatively constant over our forecast period. Despite 
the annual average capacity factor for gas remaining 
relatively constant up to 2050, operation of many 
plants will fluctuate over days, weeks and seasons. 
This is because gas-fired power plants will likely be a 
flexibility option to help manage the variability of 
increasing levels of solar PV and wind (see the end of 
the week in Figure 3.6).

The model includes the use of hydrogen to meet 
overall energy demand. The results show it playing 
an increasing role compared to our 2019 predictions; 
however, it has only 6% of the mix of energy carriers 
by 2050. At this stage, we see it being used for road 
and maritime transport, manufacturing, and with 
some use for heating buildings. Our studies show 
that over the period of this ETO, hydrogen remains 
an expensive option for electricity generation.

Carbon capture and storage
We see carbon capture and storage (CCS) start to 
play a role in the future generation of electricity in the 
2030s and then increase rapidly during the 2040s to 
the point where approximately 12% of global carbon 
emissions (from all sources) will be captured by 2050. 
The unsubsidized cost of CCS is currently prohibitive, 
but as carbon prices increase and ‘learning curve’ 
effects reduce costs it becomes a viable option, most 
notably in China and Europe. This result is from our 
model’s forecast of the most probable future, based 
on existing knowledge and predicted policy, market 
and technological trends. It should be noted, as we 
do in Chapter 8 of our main report, that our model 
also predicts a failure to meet the Paris Agreement’s 
2°C limit for global warming; in which case, increasing 
levels of CCS could be part of the solution to 
mitigating climate change.

3.2 ENERGY STORAGE AND OTHER 
FLEXIBILITY OPTIONS

Section 3.3 highlights how future power systems 
will be governed by weather-dependent generation 
from renewables. Hence, operators will need to 
maintain the reliability and efficiency we all expect, 
while integrating the low-carbon technologies we 
all want. Storage and other flexibility options will 
be the keys.

Flexibility options include:
 — Energy storage: E.g. pumped-hydro, batteries, 

heat, flywheels and compressed-air storage in 
caverns. Pumped-hydro and batteries are the 
only storage technologies considered to have 
any significant impact in the ETO forecast 
period. Further details are provided below.

 — Greater interconnection: Improving connections 
between neighbouring grids enables balancing 
of supply and demand over larger geographies, 
‘smoothing’ variability and improving robustness 
to failures.

 — Flexible generation: Electricity systems already 
make substantial use of generators with the ability 
to start quickly and vary their output rapidly. 



13       Synchronous area: an area where the frequencies of the electrical grids are synchronized
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Examples are hydro and diesel generators, and 
open-cycle gas turbines. It should be noted that 
output from solar PV and wind generation can also 
be adjusted rapidly; but while power can be easily 
reduced, any increase is limited by weather 
conditions at the time.

 — Flexible demand: Integrating DSR measures 
to encourage reduced power consumption at 
peak times reduces strain on the grid and 
lowers costs for the consumer. We predict the 
DSR market to grow both in industry, where it 
is more established, and in commercial and 
residential buildings. Further details are 
provided below.

 — Flexible markets and regulation: With more 
distributed generation and DSR, greater 
flexibility in markets will evolve to enable 
power systems to operate efficiently (see 

Section 3.5). Flexible and interconnected 
markets and regulation will be important in 
facilitating closer cooperation and coordination 
between market participants, such as cooperation 
within each synchronous area13 for efficient 
frequency control.

Figure 3.7 shows the importance of understanding 
timescales when considering flexibility issues.

Storage
Of the options summarized above, energy storage is 
where the ETO Model predicts most significant 
growth (Figure 3.8). Pumped-hydro is a mature 
technology set to grow by 40% over the next three 
decades, but is limited by where it can be used. 
Battery-storage technology advances and lower 
costs due to greater production will see its use grow 
significantly, particularly from 2030. 

FIGURE 3.7 
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In many regions this is the inflection point when 
penetration of variable renewables is sufficiently 
high, resulting in greater power-price fluctuation, and 
the cost of battery storage is sufficiently low that the 
value of battery storage is compelling. 

Lithium-ion (Li-ion) is today’s dominant battery 
chemistry for utility-scale storage, EVs and 
information and communication technology. 
Approximately 95% of storage projects that we are 
currently involved in through feasibility assessment, 
development and construction, are Li-ion. With a 
cost-learning rate (i.e. the rate at which costs fall 
with every doubling of capacity) of 19%, costs 
for batteries will continue to plunge. Further 
improvements in the cost, energy density, weight 
and volume of electric batteries will enable wider 
use of battery-storage systems.

Where there are larger markets for utility-scale 
battery storage – e.g. China, South Korea, Japan, US 
– we are now starting to see a shift in the charge/
discharge duration required from projects. As 

storage capacity exceeds 0.5% of grid capacity, the 
trend is for business models to shift from frequency 
response as a primary application, often requiring 
one-hour duration or less, to price arbitrage or, in 
some markets, capacity provision. Average storage 
duration therefore shifts from two to four hours.  
As this trend for longer-duration batteries continues 
through the ETO period, alternative chemistries and 
technologies will have increasing value: e.g. 
vanadium redox flow batteries, zinc-based 
chemistries or compressed air. 

New battery chemistries will have to compete with 
existing Li-ion energy density, manufacturing 
infrastructure and costs. If significantly cheaper 
batteries based on earth-abundant materials 
emerge, this could cause a step-change in addressing 
some existing energy-storage challenges in power 
production and transport.

Some aspects of storage that may support a faster 
energy transition are: addressing current regulations 
in some jurisdictions that limit the value that can be 
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14     The promise of seasonal storage, DNV GL, June 2020. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/the-promise-of-seasonal-storage-168761
15     The ability of a power system to adapt to long-term trends taking years is generally called 'adequacy', and is a measure that is collectively financed, 

for example, through a system operator.
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realized from storage projects, e.g. by taxing both 
charge and discharge cycles, or restricting revenue 
stacking; rapidly scaling up manufacturing capacity 
to help meet demand in the grid and EV sectors; and 
further improving recycling to above 90%.

Seasonal storage
DSR, interconnections, and storage – 
particularly batteries – are good for short 
timescales. For example, we are starting to see 
significant growth in batteries being used with solar 
PV to smooth the mid-day peak in solar production 
into the evenings.

One significant challenge of the energy transition 
is to provide sufficient flexibility in energy systems 
to cope with seasonal variation in demand and 
generation. Seasonal storage helps by storing 
energy during one seasonal condition (summer or 
winter) and discharging it in the other seasonal 
condition, depending on the load demand. 
Seasonal storage is thus closely related to 
seasonal variations in temperature, wind speed 
and solar irradiation, as these mainly determine 
the need for heat and cooling demand and the 
generation of solar and wind power.

Hourly and daily fluctuations in the balance between 
electricity demand and generation can be solved to a 
large extent with short-term storage and demand 
response. Yearly fluctuations require different 
measures because of the long storage times and 
limited number of cycles per year. Solutions for 
fluctuations between years are only needed every 
couple of years and may be considered adequacy 
measures – a measure that is collectively financed,  
for example, through a system operator.

Our paper, The promise of seasonal storage,14 
specifically assesses the business case for seasonal 
storage based on analysing a 58-year period for the 
Netherlands as a case study. The paper‘s five main 
conclusions are:

1.  Seasonal storage must compete with other 
applications for low-priced electricity

2.  Compressed hydrogen is the first viable option  
for seasonal storage

3.  Variability in demand and generation from variable 
renewable energy sources (vRES) between years 
blur the distinction between seasonal storage and 
adequacy15 capacity

4.  Seasonal storage is not a single-company business 
and needs a market for synthetic fuels to develop 
first (e.g. for mobility or industrial use)

5.  Seasonal storage is both an opportunity and need.

If the need for fully decarbonized, fossil-fuel free 
electricity supply is high enough, it will reflect in a 
significantly higher carbon price, making seasonal 
storage viable. When the need is high enough, 
seasonal storage becomes a business opportunity.

Demand side response
DSR will be an increasingly important flexibility 
option, supporting and benefiting from the 
increased variability of generation. This will be 
both at the industrial level, where DSR has been 
implemented for decades, and at a domestic level, 
where electric vehicles, digitalization, and 
increasingly sophisticated communication and 
control, will enable domestic consumers to 
participate in DSR services through aggregators.

For example, in the US the US Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission is due to review regulations 
that were amended in 2019 to enable the full benefits 
of grid-connected storage projects and now need 
extending to the participation in the market of 
aggregated distributed energy resources. This could 
enable technologies aggregated to as little as 100 
kW (such as 70 EVs charging on low-power domestic 
chargers) to provide services to the grid. 
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For certain industrial sectors there can often be 
flexibility in their load if there is sufficient incentive to, 
for example, postpone production or adjust the time 
of water treatment. At a system level it is much 
cheaper to adjust load rather than install low-utilized 
generation. Electrification of heating processes in 
industry will impact sector coupling between gas 
and electricity, and increase opportunities for 
flexibility. Manufacturers with dual-fuel systems may 
be able to switch between gas and electricity 
depending on pricing, or could store energy as 
heat for later use in processes.

There can also be flexibility through onsite generation. 
A recent assessment for a major utility in Europe 
identified an aggregated 3.7 GW of backup power to 
be available from data centres in Germany by 2025. 
This level of generation can help significantly to 
address the challenges of increased variability on 
power systems and security of supply. 

Facilitating the role that DSR can play will require 
market mechanisms that recognize the value that 
flexible assets can provide at the system level rather 
than simply at the project level. Some of the changes 
will include enabling the full capabilities of storage as 
both a flexible generator and a load to be realized; 
allowing DSR to participate in capacity markets; and 
operating flexible markets at closer to real time.

3.3 ELECTRICITY GRIDS

3.3.1 STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN THE 
ELECTRICITY SYSTEM
Globally, 190 GW of renewables installations – 60% 
solar PV, 30% wind – were connected to the grid in 
2019, highlighting the increasing capacity of weather-
dependent generation. These installations accounted 
for some 74% of all new capacity last year, a percentage 
that will only increase during the ETO forecast 
period, with renewables comprising 93% of new 

capacity installed in 2050. Electricity systems will 
need to keep adapting to reliably accommodate the 
vast quantity of variable renewables.

Grid reliability – expressed by the internationally 
accepted system average interruption index (SAIDI) 
as the average outage duration for each customer 
served – varies widely. European countries with the 
highest reliability range from 19 to 27 minutes (min) 
interruption time annually (Switzerland, Denmark, 
Germany, the Netherlands). Mid-range countries 
achieve approximately 150 min (Norway, Italy, Ireland). 
Improvements are required for those in the range of 
270 min and more (Poland, Latvia, Bulgaria). As coal 
phases out and the percentage of vRES grows 
significantly, renewables integration and grid 
modernization need to go together to achieve the 
reliable grids needed for modern societies and 
successful economies. Many stakeholder groups, 
regional authorities, national governments, utilities 
and industry associations define targets for a 
generation mix with close to 60% renewables share 
by 2030. For grid operators this will mean structural 
changes to reinforce or upgrade transmission and 
distribution systems, invest in international 
interconnections, implement decentralized energy 
data and information processes, change processes 
and business models, establish more flexible energy 
markets, regulatory review, and modernize 
system operations.

3.3.2 INVESTMENTS IN TRANSMISSION  
AND DISTRIBUTION INFRASTRUCTURE
Although total grid investments have been falling – 
USD 273bn globally in 2019, down USD 21bn on 2018 
(International Energy Agency (IEA) World Energy 
Investment 202016) – positive investment behaviour 
continues, especially among European TSOs and 
DNOs leading renewables integration. Here we see 
current investment at almost double 2015 levels, and 
this will continue according to Ten-Year Network 
Development Plans (TYNDPs) in Europe for the coming 



16        World Energy Investment, International Energy Agency, May 2020,  
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-investment-2020/power-sector#overview-of-power-investment.
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decade. We are seeing continuing focus from grid 
operators around the world to invest in renewables 
integration, grid modernization, improving resiliency 
and reliability, and digital transformation.

This activity is modelled within the ETO, and the scale 
of growth in global transmission and distribution 
lines is illustrated in the following Figures. 

Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 consider major grid-
extension trends to show how power-line capacity 
(taken as power rating multiplied by length) and 
length track forward by voltage class. Although LV 
and MV lines dominate in terms of the length of lines 
to be invested in, a strong transmission backbone will 
also be required to satisfy electricity transport and 
trading needs. Although some may argue that 
distributed renewables remove the need for 
centralized electricity systems, our modelling 
highlights that transmission infrastructure certainly 
does not become obsolete in transitioning to a 
more decentralized grid. Modern societies require 
the highest reliability level from their electrical 
infrastructure, and this can be provided by a 
greater number of more-widely distributed 
elements connected via a strong backbone.

Globally, the capex ratio between transmission (33%) 
and distribution (67%) has remained almost constant 
over the last five years. However, in the case of the 
most advanced renewables integrators, the ratio 
starts to shift towards transmission. One reason 
might be the tremendous efforts by TSOs to connect 
and integrate offshore wind, and to cope with 
increased complexity of system operation.

The importance of investments in transmission 
infrastructure will increase further when the 
European long-term plans to develop 350 GW of 
offshore wind in the North Sea by 2050 materialize. 
Sharing the risks will require completely new 
approaches, such as joint maritime spatial planning, 
interconnected offshore transmission grids, and 
hybrid offshore wind farms. Offshore wind energy 

islands including hydrogen facilities at sea might 
become a reliable power source during the ETO 
forecast period, if sufficient investments are made in 
the large-scale interconnection and development of 
supergrids for the deployment of offshore wind.

3.3.3 DIGITALIZATION AND THE FUTURE  
OF SYSTEM OPERATION
Utilities are in the early phases of a digital 
transformation that goes beyond simply deploying 
smart meters to also involve the core utility processes.

Some 15% of grid investment today goes into 
digital infrastructure to deal with the complexity 
of a more decentralized power system and support 
decision making in asset management and 
operations. Digital tools are required to collect 
data and information from the grid and feed these 
to core processes. These tools include: advanced 
analytical algorithms enhanced with machine 
learning to translate data from various sources into 
validated information about market processes, 
asset conditions, and decision-support functions; 
IT infrastructure to store data and manage data for 
authorization and data quality; standardized and 
secure data-communication infrastructure to 
transfer market and field data, enabling 
connectivity and interoperability; and sensor 
arrays collecting asset data to be utilized by a 
digitally enabled workforce. This digital ecosystem 
enables the operation of equipment closer to 
physical limits, and to optimize maintenance 
and replacement plans. 

As the energy transition progresses, TSOs and 
DSOs will need to transition to active system 
management. This will mean auxiliary services 
being provided increasingly by distribution 
companies and closer to demand. DSOs will have 
to play an active role in providing stability to the 
wider grid. IEC 61850 protocols are being used 
within the Information Technology/Operational 
Technology (IT/OT) infrastructure and in exchange 
between the control centres and the grid. 
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We anticipate the use of IEC standards will be 
extended to the exchange of market information 
between market entities applying the Common 
Information Model, as Figure 3.11 illustrates. 

Modular, interoperable OT systems, especially 
energy and distribution management systems, 
are necessary to improve compliance with rapidly 
changing data handling requirements. Effective 
implementation will contribute to more reliable 
systems and asset management.

3.3.4 NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND TRENDS
Smart technologies and digitalization
As highlighted above digitalization is impacting 
deeply on the future of electricity grids. Smart 
technologies are supporting the changes in the 
way that electricity is produced, distributed and 
managed. The next decade will bring more 
automation of network operation, and full 
automation of energy billing and accounting 
processes. IT platforms will grant access and 
open the market to new distributed energy and 
flexibility providers.

Grid modernization and higher efficiency
Grid congestion during windy or sunny periods 
will be a growing challenge with more variable 
renewables. This can potentially result in 
inefficient redispatch of conventional power 
plants, or renewables curtailment. To mitigate 
this, better utilization of existing networks is 
important, especially the following measures: 
more sophisticated grid-failure management; 
further implementation of dynamic line rating, 
and dynamic cable rating based on temperature 
monitoring; further installation of load flow 
controlling assets in congested grid regions, like 
phase-shifting transformers; and extending the 
application of voltage controlling assets, including 
provision of reactive power by small generators 
and storage assets.

FIGURE 3.11
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The impact of energy storage on the grid
As the volume of vRES grows, storage will become 
important for managing supply and demand, 
potentially delaying or avoiding grid upgrade 
requirements. Apart from providing ancillary 
services, the impact of energy storage in wholesale 
energy markets greatly depends on how much and 
how quickly fossil-based power generation is phased 
out. Adding new storage technologies to the grid 
may result in different fault conditions, moving from 
classical short-circuit currents to short high-current 
pulses. Using flexible hydropower and pumped 
storage is on the agenda for large-scale storage, but 
commercial viability of this option is very country 
dependent. We predict battery storage will grow 
considerably over the ETO period, with global 
capacity exceeding that of pumped-hydro before 
2030. Further details are in Section 3.2.

New business models
New business models will emerge by 2025 as vRES 
start to provide close to a fifth of the world’s power 
needs. At the heart of these models will be flexibility 
to introduce local ancillary services, EVs and their 
associated demands, and behind-the-meter 
services. In the looming shake-up of power-grid 
business models, new aggregator roles will enable 
prosumers to benefit from wholesale price signals. 
Off-grid applications will encourage more self-
sufficiency. Digitalization will give rise to new digitally 
based energy-demand management solutions for 
industries, commercial businesses and households. 
Utilities need to adjust to those developments with 
structural changes of their business models. DNOs 
will also take a key role of neutral facilitator and 
enabler of customer facing solutions to incentivize 
optimal outcome, driven by technological progress, 
regulation and public awareness.

The trends for microgrids
Microgrids will play a larger role in the future. We will 
see more small-scale local microgrids in communities 
taking advantage of decentralized power generation 
opportunities, such as community solar farms. As 
vRES are integrated into the grid, microgrids can 
provide a reliable and resilient solution in times of 
main-grid instability or outages. Lower-cost energy-
storage equipment enables remote microgrids with 
vRES in two ways. First, in regions where delivered 
fuel is expensive, battery storage can reduce the 
amount of fuel consumed, which in turn reduces the 
levelized cost of electricity. Second, using less fuel 
reduces related GHG emissions.

3.4 ENERGY USE AND EFFICIENCY

3.4.1 BUILDINGS
The changing composition of building 
energy demand
Annual energy use in buildings worldwide increased 
by 22.6 EJ (23%) between 2000 and 2018 (Figure 
3.12), driven largely by greater use for appliances and 
lighting. The ETO forecast period will see continued 
growth in energy demand for these uses, particularly 
in developing regions. Space cooling will be the 
fastest growing end use – 28% of the total increase in 
building energy demand through 2050. We forecast 
that energy used for space heating will decline 
significantly between 2040 and 2050, reflecting the 
adoption of electric heat pumps, which are two to 
three times more efficient than fossil-fuel space-
heating equipment.

This would have the following significant implications 
for decarbonization.
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The EUR 20bn shareholder agreement between 
E.On and RWE, that shook up the sector when first 
announced in 2018, closed this year and is an 
example of how the energy transition is affecting 

utilities. One is now focusing on grids and end use, 
while the other will optimize its generation 
portfolio, including substantial vRES generation. 

EON AND RWE TRANSACTION
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 — We expect growth in lighting and appliance 
energy demand to be met almost entirely by 
electricity. Emissions from this growth will depend 
largely on decarbonizing electricity supply. Due to 
being linked to occupancy schedules, lighting and 
appliance end uses are not good candidates for 
demand response efforts.

 — Mitigating carbon emissions associated with 
space heating and cooling will depend largely 
on electrification of space heat. As discussed 
below, customer acceptance of heat pump 
technology is lagging the pace needed to meet 
emission-reduction goals. 

Electrification of energy use
Our ETO Model predicts a near doubling of 
electricity use for heating and cooling in residential 
and commercial buildings between 2018 and 2050. 
This results most significantly in less biomass use, 
with natural gas usage initially rising slightly before 
slowly declining, see Figure 3.13.

Substituting electric for fossil-fuel heating devices 
also enables load-management strategies such as 
thermal storage and demand response, which could 
facilitate absorption of variable renewable resources 
on the grid.17 Recent technical innovations have 
extended the ambient temperature range over which 
heat pumps can meet heating and hot-water loads. 
Nevertheless, growth in the market share of electric 
heat pumps remains scant. The IEA’s most recent 
review of heat pump technology finds that shipments 
and installation have increased rapidly in Europe and 
the US. Globally, however, heat pump technology 
meets only 5% of building heating load.18 The 
customer economics of replacing fossil-fuel heating 
equipment and conventional air conditioning in 
existing buildings are compelling for only a limited 
range of heating and cooling demand.19 In contrast, 
installation of heat pumps for space heating and cooling 
is more cost effective in new construction, due to lower 
installation costs versus replacement applications. 

17     Pei Huang et al. 2019. ‘Transforming a residential building cluster into electricity prosumers in Sweden: Optimal design of a coupled PV-heat 
pump-thermal storage-electric vehicle system’. Applied Energy. #255. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S030626191931551X 

18      International Energy Agency, 2020. Heat Pumps Analysis. https://www.iea.org/reports/heat-pumps
19      Kenji Takahashi et al. 2015. ‘Economic and Environmental Analysis of Residential Heating and Cooling Systems: A Study of Heat Pump Performance 

in U.S. Cities,’ Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference on Energy Efficiency in Domestic Appliances and Lighting. 2015. https://www.
synapse-energy.com/sites/default/files/SynapsePaper.2013-09.0.Heat-Pump-Performance.A0039.pdf
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20      Eric Woodroof. 2018. ‘Meet the District Energy Loop: A Large-Scale Geothermal Heat Pump’. Buildings. March 7, 2018. 
https://www.buildings.com/news/industry-news/articleid/21486/title/meet-the-district-energy-loop-a-larger-scale-geothermal-heat-pump

21      International Energy Agency, 2018. The Future of Cooling. Paris: OECD/IEA. https://www.iea.org/futureofcooling/
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We are starting to see innovation in business models 
for deploying heat pumps. Colorado Mesa University 
recently implemented a geothermal heat loop, using 
ground-coupled heat pumps. This approach allows 
flexible expansion of the system as it is not linked to a 
central power plant, while taking advantage of the 
load-balancing capabilities of a district system. 

The university estimates saving over USD 500,000/yr 
in energy costs and has expanded the building area 
served by more than 50% since the initial system was 
installed.20 Eversource, the electric/gas utility serving 
Boston, US, plans to pilot this 'GeoMicroDistrict' 
approach in three neighbourhoods.

Given these market and technical developments, 
decarbonization of space and water heating will 
require continued public-sector activity. For example, 
some city governments in the US have changed 
their building codes to discontinue gas supply for 
new residential developments, similar plans are 
proposed in Spain, the Netherlands and UK.

Cooling
This fastest-growing end use currently accounts for 
5% of total building-sector energy use. Energy use 
for cooling has risen globally by 40% since 2000 to 
some 6.0 EJ/yr today, largely because cooling 
equipment uptake increased rapidly in Greater 
China, the Indian Subcontinent, Latin America, 
Middle East and North Africa, and South East Asia, 
and ambient temperatures have risen. The ETO 
Model forecasts a near 300% rise in energy for 
cooling buildings between 2018 and 2050 (Figure 
3.14). Without accounting for greater thermal 
efficiency of buildings (insulation) and cooling 
equipment (efficiency), this would be 600%.

Recent analyses of space-cooling technology and 
markets show great potential to enhance efficiency. 
Enablers for this include promoting the purchase of 
commercially available efficient models21 and 
harmonized performance standards.
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Lighting
Lighting accounts for 5% of total building energy use 
but offers cost-effective opportunities for efficiency 
increases in the short term. LED lighting offers 
energy savings of 10% to 70% depending on the 
application and baseline technology being replaced. 
It also facilitates dimming and other control 
technologies to better match energy use to lighting 
needs. Other consumer benefits, including longer 
life and reduced maintenance costs, are driving rapid 
increases in the market share of LED technology. It 
rose from 0.3% in 2010 to more than 40% in 2018, one 
of the most rapid transformations ever recorded for a 
major product category. We see this share doubling 
or more by 2030 under business-as-usual conditions.22

Increased control capabilities
Home automation and smart thermostats: 
Independent evaluations estimate that smart 
thermostats, such as those made by Nest and 
EcoBee, save 10%–15% in home heating and cooling 
energy, or about 3%–5% of total home energy use.23 
Leading models recently became cheaper, selling 
briskly in some regions, but there is much room for 

growth. Industry observers think explosive growth  
of smart speakers such as Amazon Echo and Google 
Home Hub will further accelerate smart thermostat 
sales by enabling voice activation of those systems. 

Integrating building controls and demand response: 
Proliferation of smart thermostats and building 
automation systems is enabling building owners to 
access value streams offered by demand response. 
Facility owners receive payment for load reduction, 
which is automatically controlled by power suppliers 
or aggregators, in response to signals from the grid. 
This accelerates return on investment in control 
technologies that also provide energy cost savings.

Supporting policies and programmes 
Building codes and zero-net energy: Building codes 
are one of the most effective levers for reducing 
energy use in the sector. Buildings conforming with 
the most recent versions of the International Energy 
Conservation Code and ASHRAE 90.1 use roughly 
25% less energy than comparable buildings built to 
codes in force 10–15 years prior.24 

22      International Energy Agency, 2019. Lighting: Tracking Clean Energy Progress. https://www.iea.org/tcep/buildings/lighting/
23     Herter Energy Solutions, 2014. SMUD’s Smart Thermostat Pilot: Load Impact Evaluation. Apex Analytics. 2016. Energy Trust of Oregon – Smart Ther-

mostat Pilot Evaluation. Navigant. 2018. Commonwealth Edison Advanced Thermostat Evaluation Report.
24     Perry, C., 2018. Pathways to Zero Energy Buildings through Building Codes. Washington DC: American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy.
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Officials and regulators in advanced economies are 
applying more stringent building codes governing 
energy use in new buildings. Some are setting goals 
to reach zero-net energy (ZNE) operation; e.g. Japan’s 
low-carbon roadmap aims to incorporate ZNE 
principles into building codes by 2020.

3.4.2 MANUFACTURING
Electrification of energy use
In the ETO Model, manufacturing aggregates all 
related activities in the extraction of raw materials 
(excluding coal, gas, and oil) and their conversion 
into finished goods.

Manufacturing is one of the three largest users of 
energy, consuming about 135 EJ of final energy in 
2019. Following the COVID-19 impact, we forecast 
manufacturing’s total energy demand to remain 
below last year’s levels for over a decade, rebounding 
slightly above 2019 by the mid-2030s then declining 
steadily to 2050 (Figure 3.15). We predict it being 125 
EJ/yr in 2050 having remained at a relatively 
consistent 30% of total final energy demand.

A very realistic option for decarbonizing manufacturing 
is electrification of certain industrial processes. 

This leads to a higher percentage of manufacturing 
energy demand being met by electricity, rising from 
37 EJ (28%) in 2019, to 52 EJ (41%) in 2050. 
Electrification is through heat pumps for lower-
temperature processes, and direct electrical heating 
for higher temperature. Some 65% of energy demand 
in manufacturing is currently due to heating using 
fossil fuel, largely coal and gas, indicating significant 
scope for electrification and reducing emissions.

Manufacturers who invested in fossil-fuel boilers with 
design lives of 20 to 30 years will require a clear 
business case for electrification. In the short to 
medium term, the speed of change will likely be 
dampened by the higher cost of electrified heating 
compared with coal or natural-gas, and by the 
challenges of potentially running processes with dual 
fuels during the transition. However further 
investment in fossil-fuel boilers will likely be low for 
fear of stranded assets. We expect increasing 
electrification from 2025 due to advantages such as 
greater energy efficiency, better control (such as 
precision heating for high-quality steel, and 
recycling) and lower emissions.
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In addition to investment in new electrical heating 
equipment, manufacturers will need to consider 
other implications, such as investment in stronger 
grid connections and greater scrutiny of electricity 
price fluctuations. For some sectors, greater 
electrification and fluctuating prices can present an 
opportunity. While many manufacturing plants 
operate 24/7, companies with flexibility in their 
manufacturing processes could increase production 
when the power price is low. Onsite renewables can 
also assist the business case for increased 
electrification and lower carbon emissions. They can 
provide lower-cost local electricity which, combined 
with storage, can create a clean power source 
to meet manufacturing demand and, potentially, 
provide grid services. We already see this trend, 
and it is set to continue. 

Manufacturing sector energy demand
The decline in manufacturing energy demand from 
the mid-2030s will result from combined factors 
including, among others, reducing demand for 
products as economies move towards the 
services sector; changes in energy supply, 
such as electrification; and more efficient 
manufacturing processes. Together these will 
result in the manufacturing emissions intensity, the 
amount of CO2 produced for the energy consumed, 
dropping to 42% of 2019 levels by mid-century.

Measures for greater ‘material efficiency’, including 
longer-life products, circular-economy initiatives, 
and shifting buying behaviour, will also reduce 
demand for products. We see reducing demand for 
‘base materials’ due to increasing recycling as a 
trend that will continue through the forecast period. 
It will require clear legislation and regulation to 
provide consistent motivation for industry to 
pursue further advances in this field. For example, 
the European Green Deal will require industry to 
adopt a cleaner and circular approach, focused on 
resource-intensive sectors such as construction, 
electronics, plastics and textiles. The waste sectors 
will also undergo change through the setting of 
new targets on recycled waste and use of recycled 
material for businesses.

The manufacturing sector is also one of the major 
areas in which carbon capture, utilization and storage 
could start to play an important role towards the end 
of the forecast period for high-emission sectors 
such as cement production. This will be strongly 
impacted by increasing carbon prices and a 
concurrent fall in technology costs due to a growing 
number of projects. Compared with developed 
countries, the need for greater use of CCS is perhaps 
even more critical in emerging markets where industrial 
emissions tend to be much higher because of the 
relatively large manufacturing base, less action on 
energy efficiency; and, coal’s generally higher share 
of the sector’s energy mix. 

Energy efficiency in manufacturing
Increasing urgency to address climate change, 
combined with demands for clean air, are leading 
to stronger political policies and regulations driving 
and incentivizing manufacturers to become even 
more energy efficient than they already are. We 
foresee the following trends in manufacturing to 
improve efficiency and reduce carbon emissions 
over the next three decades:

 — Alternative energy sources: Electrification; 
coal-to-gas switching; and greater use of 
hydrogen, rising during the 2040s to meet  
8% of manufacturing energy demand.

 — Co-location: To benefit from efficiencies like 
using waste from one process as input for another.

 — Process changes: Digitalization presents 
opportunities to further improve processes, 
run smarter operations, and to gather more 
intelligent feedback on product use.

 — Raw materials sourcing: Improving the 
efficiency of raw materials production, recycling, 
or using alternative raw materials to reduce carbon 
emissions of the entire manufacturing process.

 — Additive manufacturing (3D printing): 
Reducing waste, using greener materials,  
and reducing logistics transportation. 

 — Sector-specific innovation: Achieving significant 
energy and CO2 reductions through innovation.
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Supportive policies and programmes 
Article 8 of the EU Energy Efficiency Directive 
(2012/27/EU), transposed into national legislation 
in all EU Member States, requires large companies 
to comply with the energy audit obligation. With 
this requirement, we are seeing greater awareness 
in the industry and increasing rigour in the auditing 
process. We anticipate that there will be a next 
wave of audits, and therefore a drive for efficiency, 
towards the end of 2023 to comply with legislation. 
There are similar drives for energy efficiency in the 
Middle East and North Africa. In Morocco a similar 
version of the EU Directive has been implemented 
with five-year audits and annual reporting of 
energy consumption. Longer-term programmes 
such as these will be increasingly important to give 
companies the confidence they need to invest in 
new technologies and efficiency improvements. 

We anticipate carbon pricing being a vital driver for 
a range of energy-efficiency and lower-carbon 
solutions in manufacturing. We anticipate higher 
carbon pricing than in our 2019 ETO Model, 
ranging from USD 50–80/tonne in 2050 in more 
developed regions, but these will need to go higher 
still if we are to transition faster. On exiting the EU 
Emissions Trading System (ETS) at the end of 2020, 
the UK will establish its own ETS, though it will likely 
mirror the EU system. It is however envisaged that 
the emissions cap covering around 1,000 UK 
factories will be reduced by 5% from current levels. 
ETS schemes also operate in the US State of 
California and in New Zealand, among others. 

Demand side response
Industrial DSR will be increasingly important as the 
energy transition progresses; further details are 
provided in Section 3.2.

3.4.3 TRANSPORT
Transport currently accounts for 27%, 118 EJ, of 
global energy demand (Figure 2.1), with more than 
three quarters of that coming from road transport, 
and is a significant contributor to CO2 emissions. 

Vehicle numbers on the road will have risen by 
some 60% by 2050, yet total transport energy 
demand will drop to 84% of today's levels because of 
the EV revolution over the ETO period.

The three major drivers of this revolution are lower 
CO2 emissions, policies towards clean cities, and 
cheaper EVs. A typical battery-electric vehicle 
(BEV) today produces less than half the CO2 
emissions of an average European passenger car 
over its lifetime (including manufacturing)25, 
equivalent to 109 gCO2/km compared with 258g 
CO2/km assuming 150,000 km is driven over the 
vehicle lifetime. Average emission levels for 
BEVs will keep falling as the electricity used for 
manufacturing and charging vehicles is decarbonized. 

The cost of battery packs is reducing by 19% for every 
doubling of production. Globally, we predict this will 
result in passenger EVs achieving total cost of 
ownership parity with internal combustion engine 
equivalents by 2022. Smaller vehicles such as two- and 
three- wheelers passed this point a few years ago.

With the aim to reduce pollution levels, more than 
30 cities globally plan to ban diesel and petrol 
vehicles from 2025 or 2030 and this number is 
expected to increase as the long-term health 
impacts of pollution rise higher on voters’ agendas.

Governments worldwide recognize the importance 
of supporting the transition to cleaner transport. 
Examples of progressive policies are:

 — Norway has exempted EVs from sales tax since 
2001, and EV drivers enjoy benefits such as 
reduced toll charges and use of bus lanes.

 — China introduced incentives for new-energy 
vehicles (NEVs) a decade ago and recently 
announced a two-year extension providing 
price subsidies (approximately USD 3,500 
per vehicle) to makers of NEVs, also waiving 
car-purchase taxes (10%) for consumers until 
the end of 2022.

25     https://www.carbonbrief.org/factcheck-how-electric-vehicles-help-to-tackle-climate-change and  
https://theicct.org/publications/EV-battery-manufacturing-emissions
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26     https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/27/worlds-largest-all-electric-aircraft-set-for-first-flight?utm_campaign=Hot%20News&utm_source=hs_
email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=88619922&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9UK-4mBWCT9K0493fw2OfzpH8aPecAKJ8SjJXgxkprlD5o3FVJc9wGpkcR
mcFNOvsRFf2lZkhGpO0lqFDUgyi_PNrWnQ&_hsmi=88619922&utm_source=Center+for+Climate+and+Energy+Solutions+newsletter+list&utm_
campaign=0162ae9c05-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_28_08_14&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_36e5120ca4-0162ae9c05-303676694 
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 — The US State of California has a Clean Vehicle 
Rebate Project providing savings of up to USD 
7,000 directly to purchasers and lessees of 
battery, fuel-cell and plug-in hybrid EVs. 

The result is a substantial shift towards EVs over the 
forecast period. By 2050 the vast majority of the 
passenger fleet will be electric; two- and three-
wheelers will effectively all be electric; and almost 
60% of commercial vehicles will have switched 
(Figure 2.3). Although commercial vehicles will 
take longer on average to transition, EV options 
are rapidly becoming compelling in some segments 
of this market, particularly with the right policy and 
financial support. China already has more than 
400,000 electric buses, achieved with government 
support, and the Tennessee Valley Authority, US, 
has programmes and financial incentives to 
support electrification of forklifts, ground-service 
equipment at airports, and other non-road EVs.

We predict that global passenger vehicle sales 
will hit the key milestone of 50% being EVs by 
2032 (Figure 3.16).

The rate of EV adoption will depend on factors such 
as GDP, local or national government incentive 
schemes, and the level of charging infrastructure 
development. We predict that the most rapid change 
for passenger vehicles will be in Europe, followed by 
North America, Greater China and OECD Pacific. 
(Figure 3.17). 

The huge number of EVs on our roads by 2050 is a 
main driver of growth in electricity demand, 
resulting in 14% of such demand being due to 
transportation by this time, starting from close to 
zero today (Figure 2.4).

This transition shifts energy demand away from oil, 
improves energy efficiency, and reduces emissions.  

Figure 3.18 shows approximately 36% of road 
transport final energy demand being met by 
electricity by 2050. More than half of the (albeit 
much smaller) rail demand is met by electricity by 
this time, with a small amount of electrification in 
maritime and aviation.

The EV revolution will have a significant impact on 
increasing electrical demand, and on the demand 
profile. EVs will be charged at four main locations; 
at home, work, destinations like shops and cinemas, 
and on route. Most charging is currently at home, 
but an increasing share will occur at other locations. 
All scenarios require significant investment to deploy 
charging infrastructure and integrate it along with 
new load into tomorrow’s power systems. EVs will 
greatly assist integration, their batteries being used 
to help balance supply and demand through load 
shifting and frequency response. As highlighted 
in Figure 3.19,  we anticipate EV storage being 
the dominant storage technology over the 
coming decades.

Autonomous vehicles, a megatrend not covered  
in the ETO, is likely to accelerate the transition and 
increase the value of EVs to the grid. They are more 
likely to be electrified as many will operate in taxi 
and transit fleets where high utilization makes the 
economics of EVs even more compelling. When not in 
use they are more likely to be available for grid services.

We anticipate electrification of the maritime sector 
having very limited impact on the energy transition, 
with less than 3% of maritime energy demand being 
met by electricity in 2050. However, specific 
use-cases such as short-distance ferries will be 
electrified. The aviation industry will also play a very 
minor role compared with EVs, with limited 
electrification for some short-haul flights.26  
Air taxis are likely to be largely electrified; 
however, their impact on the energy transition 
will be trivial.
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3.5 ELECTRICITY MARKETS AND POLICIES

As we transition to a low-carbon energy system with 
a substantially larger mix of electrical generation 
from vRES, electricity markets will need to shift and 
adapt to facilitate the transition. They will need 
to support deployment of technologies that can 
cost-effectively address reliable and secure system 
operation, enable integration of significant 
amounts of renewable energy, and meet 
decarbonization targets.

3.5.1 ADDRESSING RELIABLE AND SECURE 
SYSTEM OPERATION
The reliability of a power system has two dimensions: 

 — Adequacy refers to the availability of sufficient 
generation and network capacity to serve 
system load. 

 — Security defines the power system’s ability to 
withstand variations of load and/or generation 
in real time. 

Adequate power systems require a fit-for-purpose 
market design, with sufficient generation, transmission 
and distribution capacity available to always meet 
load requirements. Such systems require short-
term mechanisms for cost-effective dispatch and 
remuneration of flexible generation and demand 
resources, so that load-following requirements 
can be met. Typical energy markets addressing 
the system balance are markets for day-ahead 
and intraday delivery of energy to meet load 
requirements. Energy market design is aiming at the 
formation of transparent and predictable market 
price signals to also provide a long-term level 
playing field for investments in capacity. This way, 
sufficient capacity will be made available to 
meet future electricity demand while retiring 
outdated or non-environmentally friendly capacity. 
Well-functioning electricity markets have liquid 
forward markets so that forward risks can be 
managed. Forward markets can also provide 
guidance for investment in new generation or are 
accompanied by capacity markets to also 
remunerate the available resources. 

During the energy transition, we anticipate a 
shift towards shorter horizon (intraday) markets 
to provide the flexibility to reliably incorporate 
more variable renewables, as well as review of 
capacity markets to ensure there is sufficient 
remuneration for the resources needed for 
seasonal variations in generation. 

3.5.2 ADDRESSING RENEWABLE  
ENERGY INTEGRATION 
Future electricity markets will need to address 
specific features related to renewable energy 
integration, as summarized by the figure below. 
Note, however, that most of these measures are 
related to market and system operation actions, 
which typically do not require significant 
investments in assets or systems. 

Traditionally, electricity markets have been 
structured to economically schedule large-scale 
dispatchable generation. Significant deployment of 
vRES requires increased operating flexibility from 
the entire power system, including cross-border 
interconnections, demand side options, and the 
balance of the generation portfolio. To facilitate 
renewables integration, most electricity markets 
now incentivize appropriate forecasting and 
scheduling, and have a greater focus on shorter 
time horizons and settlement periods to facilitate 
and remunerate flexible resources. Moreover, 
market and network operators are coordinating 
integration between neighbouring control areas 
and electricity markets. Larger-scale systems and 
markets can help to reduce the variability of the 
system and provide access to more flexible 
resources. For instance, in Europe, flow-based 
market coupling (FBMC) and cross-border markets 
for intraday trading (XBID) are being introduced. 
This is happening so that cross-border transmission 
capacity and flexible resources can be used more 
efficiently, while increasing price correlation 
between traded power markets. European TSOs 
now have extensive experience in handling 
unexpected cross-border network flows from 
variable renewable energy, where increasing costs 
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Electricity generation from renewable energy 
can be characterized by:

 − The introduction of uncertainty and variability

 − Changes in locational distribution of 
generation away from load centres

 − Differences in technical design (non-synchronized 
connection) and standards, particularly for the 
provision of ancillary services.

Typical measures to help renewables 
integration include the following:

 − Dealing with uncertainty and variability – review 
and improve strategies for system operation. 
Implement forecasting to reduce uncertainty. 
Understand impact of dif ferent temporal 
timescales of variability (seasonal, daily, hourly)  
on system-flexibility requirements.

 − Dealing with locational distribution issues – 
increase coordination and integration between 
control areas. Use the scale of the regional 
(international) system.

 − Ensuring system security and network stability 
– drive provision of voltage and reactive power-
control strategies, particularly important in 
systems with an uneven distribution of 
generation and demand and relatively long 
transport distances.

 − Ensuring operating incentives and remuneration 
for flexible resources – improve operating rules and 
market design for flexible resources. This is often 
useful to differentiate between the corresponding 
effects and requirements on network operation on 
the one hand, and generation and system 
operation on the other hand.

INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY

for redispatch indicate the need to invest in additional 
grid capacity to better deal with locational distribution 
of generation away from load centres. 

As the energy transition progresses, market design 
and operating mechanisms will continue to change 
to ensure that the system value of distributed 
generation and demand side flexibility options is 
recognized and captured. Similarly, increasing 
coordination between TSOs and DNOs  
(e.g. GOPACS in the Netherlands and Redispatch 
2.0 in Germany) will help to address the locational 

value of distributed resources for the provision  
of network services including congestion 
management. Various electricity markets in North 
America are based on a locational marginal pricing 
system for energy and transmission pricing, 
recognizing the simultaneous market and network 
benefits of resources. As distributed energy 
resources such as residential solar PV installations 
and electrical vehicles are 'net load-modifiers' and 
typically reduce the accuracy of net load forecasts, 
network operators will benefit from digitalization 
including real-time information on generation and 

Reliability of a power system System reliability features System services provision Market design

Adequacy Capacity Firm capacity Forward markets,  
capacity markets

Energy Load-following flexibility Day-ahead and  
intraday markets

Security Stability Regulation Ancillary services markets

Safety Reserves Reserves markets
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load levels. Furthermore, network operators will be 
increasingly incentivized to help implement markets 
and business models for distributed flexibility 
management to alleviate network congestion and 
reduce network costs. In 2019, the EU adopted 
Electricity Directive 2019/944 (amending Directive 
2012/27/EU) as part of the 'Clean energy for all 
Europeans package'. Directive 2019/944, among 
others, defines the role of the aggregator, ‘citizen 
energy communities’, and market-based 
procurement of flexibility by distribution network 
operators. All EU Member States are set to 
implement this directive by the end of 2020. 

While significant progress is happening in 
competitive markets, various markets worldwide 
are only starting to consider required changes 
in electricity market design and operating rules to 
facilitate integration of vRES. Often, these electricity 
market redesign considerations coincide with the 
introduction of competitive electricity market 
mechanisms, such as spot markets and mechanisms 
for capacity scarcity pricing to attract investments in 
generation. These countries will be challenged to 
incrementally implement a fit-for-purpose market 
design to facilitate renewables integration, while 
providing a level playing field for investments in 
capacity for the balance of the generation portfolio. 

Some competitive markets with higher shares of 
variable renewable energy and declining shares of 
dispatchable generation are reviewing the long-term 
return on investments for the balance of generation 
as well. Various countries have implemented markets 
or remuneration mechanisms for capacity or 
strategic reserves, typically addressing different 
challenges with reliable and secure system 
operation. Increasing power-price volatility is 
accelerating these concerns, though at lower shares 
of variable renewable energy, such volatility often 
indicates inappropriate market design and system 
operation measures to unlock existing power-system 
flexibility resources. Note also that increasing merchant 
risk of variable renewable energy projects can in 
future lead to consolidation of projects owned by 

larger-scale operators who can exploit better 
market access and trading functions to advance 
bidding strategies for their variable renewable 
generation assets. 

3.5.3 ADDRESSING DECARBONIZATION OF 
THE ENERGY SYSTEM
Over the next decade, climate-change policies will 
increasingly drive the energy transition towards a 
low-carbon energy system. Typically, additional market 
design and policies will be required to incentivize 
low-carbon measures affecting other sectors. It is 
apparent that some of these measures coincide with the 
tackling of challenges involved in integrating vRES. For 
instance, in power systems with high shares of coal 
generation, decarbonization policies such as well 
calibrated and monitored carbon pricing will help to 
incentivize lower-carbon generation such as gas-fired 
power plants, which are also able to accommodate 
increasing power-system flexibility requirements. 
Additional incentives for flexible gas-fired CHP can help 
to drive further decarbonization of district and 
industrial heating sectors. 

Active policies for the deployment of vehicle-to-
grid enabled EVs and the roll-out of charging 
infrastructure will help to increase the energy storage 
potential of the energy system. These trends will both 
significantly decarbonize transport and aid the 
integration of renewables. 

Supporting the introduction of hydrogen as an 
alternative energy carrier and feedstock can help 
to decarbonize industrial processes, such as in the 
iron and steel industry, while further increasing the 
energy storage potential and flexibility of the 
power system.

Governments in Europe are focusing increasingly on 
larger-scale and cross-border infrastructure projects. 
Examples include combining significant amounts of 
offshore wind generation with electrolysis-based 
hydrogen production and the hydrogen feedstock 
needs of industrial processes in industrial clusters. 
These larger-scale projects will require additional 



27     Hydrogen is today used as an energy carrier only for mobility. According to h2tools.org/hyarc/hydrogen-consumption, there were about 10,000 
active fuel-cell vehicles at end of Q3 2018, including 180 buses. Assuming an average fuel consumption of 100 kg hydrogen per vehicle per year, 
which may be a conservative assumption, this translates to 1,000 tonnes of hydrogen.

28      Hydrogen in the electricity value chain, DNV GL, February 2019. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/hydrogen-in-the-electricity-value-
chain-141099
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market design and operating rules to support 
business models for offshore wind projects in 
cross-border hubs, and for the production and 
integration of hydrogen in the energy system. 
European Commission commitments to tackling 
climate and environmental-related challenges are set 
out in its European Green Deal. This is further 
illustrated by the German government approving a 
hydrogen strategy focused on support for 
electrolysis, targeting 5 GW of capacity and 14 TWh 
of renewable-hydrogen production by 2030. 

It is noted that offshore wind power hubs, as 
considered in Europe, can raise complex regulatory 
concerns. On the one hand, governments consider 
offshore wind projects supported by national 
regulations and incentives to be part of each 
national onshore bidding zone. However, such a 
solution clashes with European measures to ensure 
fair and efficient wholesale power-market 
competition and optimal use of interconnections 
between European bidding zones. Alternatives 
are thus being considered and could result in 
extended market and regulatory risk for 
offshore wind generators, and therefore less 
cost-effective outcomes. Potentially, cost sharing 
methodologies will need to be developed to fairly 
allocate risk and reward for large scale cross-
border infrastructure development. 

The ETO Model considers the anticipated 
technology and economic trends that lead to the 
point where, in many global regions, subsidy-free 
renewable generation will be the optimal choice. 
However, market design and policies will continue 
to address renewable energy integration and will 
increasingly focus on addressing decarbonization 
of the entire energy system.

3.6 POWER-TO-GAS

Some 3% of global energy consumption today is 
used to produce hydrogen. Only 0.002% of this 
hydrogen, about 1,000 t/yr, is used as an energy 
carrier.27 In our ETO Model, hydrogen’s contribution 
as an energy carrier sees it meet only 5.6% of total 
global energy demand by 2050; yet it could become 
a major clean-energy carrier in a world struggling to 
limit global warming. The role of hydrogen in the 
electricity system will be closely connected to the 
energy transition and the increasing penetration of 
variable renewable power. 

Hydrogen can be an effective decarbonization agent if 
its production has a low-carbon footprint. Such 
hydrogen can heat buildings, fuel transport, provide 
heat to industry, and be a medium to capture the value 
from surplus power from renewables. Enabling and 
limiting factors for these applications include learning 
rates for technology, e.g. electrolysers and fuel cells; 
regional natural gas consumption; development of 
hydrogen distribution infrastructure, such as pipelines 
and fuelling stations; and uptake of CCS. 

Based on the ETO Model and analysis from our 
Hydrogen in the Electricity Value Chain paper,28 
our insights can be summarized as follows:

 — Hydrogen is not the top investment option for 
using surplus renewable electricity, though it is 
often presented as such. Some options are 
economically more viable than others, 
depending on the operating hours that can be 
realized. The first option for managing surplus 
vRES generation is curtailing it. It sounds 
counterintuitive: ‘Wasting potential renewable 
energy’. But for just a few operating hours per 
year, other options are unfeasible as they cannot 
recover their investments. 
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Second and third in the investment order of 
merit are auxiliary heat production (temporarily 
replacing gas) then battery storage (selling the 
electricity later for a higher price). Only then 
does hydrogen production become an 
economically viable option. Our analysis 
shows that in 2050, hydrogen production from 
surplus electricity needs at least 2,100 annual 
operating hours to become feasible.

 — Production of hydrogen from surplus electricity 
can compete with natural gas-based hydrogen 
production. This is likely to become an 
economically feasible option before 2035 
compared with hydrogen production from 
carbon-taxed natural gas. By 2050 we predict 
roughly equal hydrogen production from 
electrolysis and fossil-fuel sources. A large-
scale hydrogen production cost of approximately 
EUR 1/kg (delivered at 60 bar electrolyser 
pressure) seems feasible. Learning effects and 
economy-of-scale effects for electrolysis are 
important determining factors. The cost of 
pressurizing or liquefying hydrogen may add 
significantly to production cost. The need for 
this depends on the way hydrogen is transported, 
stored and used.

 — Production of hydrogen from electricity may 
become price-setting in the 2050s, when we 
foresee more than 1,000 GW of power-to-
hydrogen conversion capacity. By then, 
hydrogen uses will include industrial 
feedstock, domestic and industrial heating, 
and transportation. If this hydrogen is to be 
produced by electrolysis, we must be aware 
that the required electricity volume is large 
enough to affect the wholesale price of 
electricity. Electrolysis will become a price 
setter instead of a price taker. This will increase 
the production cost of hydrogen. Also, standard 
electricity price projections may not suffice any 
more, especially because the availability of 
hydrogen for peak electricity generation will 
change electricity peak prices as well.

 — Hydrogen will be an economically viable fuel for 
peak electricity generation with fuel cells by 
2050. Based on integral cost calculations, diesel 
engines provide the most economical power-
generation capacity, despite high carbon costs, 
when this capacity is used less than 250 hours 
per year. For peak capacity that has a higher 
utilization, power generation by converting 
hydrogen in proton exchange membrane (PEM) 
fuel cells will be able to compete with carbon-
taxed natural gas, assuming significant cost 
reductions for PEM cells due to learning effects 
and large-scale hydrogen storage.

 — Hydrogen for peak electricity generation must 
compete with other high-value applications like 
transportation. Different uses of hydrogen allow 
for different price levels. Use for transportation 
and industrial feedstock allow for higher price 
levels than does use for peak electricity 
generation or heating. There will be a balance 
between the urge to decarbonize certain 
sectors and the price we are willing to pay for it. 
If, for instance, a volatile wholesale market for 
hydrogen develops towards 2050 and use of 
hydrogen as a transportation fuel is price-
setting, other uses will have to pay this same 
price. The ways in which hydrogen markets and 
hydrogen price-setting mechanisms develop 
towards mid-century is of main importance.

 — Subsurface hydrogen storage seems the most 
viable option for long-term, high-volume 
storage. Salt caverns or depleted gas fields are 
the most cost-effective options for this purpose. 
The availability of suitable sites depends on 
geographical conditions. The actual storage 
cost depends heavily on the annual number of 
storage cycles, as the investments and fixed 
operational costs are levelized over the gas 
volume cycled through the storage.
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FIGURE 3.20

Main options for production, storage and transport of hydrogen



3.7 DIGITALIZATION

‘Digitalization’ can be a poorly-defined term. It can 
be helpful conceptually to distinguish between 
‘making things digital’ from ‘the opportunities 
created by making things digital’. In the power 
industry, for example, making operations and 
maintenance digital can involve enabling field 
personnel to collect data using tablet devices. The 
opportunities created by this may include automated 
operations based on models predicting component 
reliability by using the real-time data collected from 
the field. Figure 3.21 shows the key facets of digital 
technology in the context of this study.

Digitalization is not an end in itself but is a means to an 
end; an ‘enabler’. For the power system, digitalization 
enables decarbonization and decentralization. The 
electricity system of 2050 will be significantly more 
complex than today, and digital technology is required 
across the entire energy system: from generation 
through transmission and distribution, and in 
end-uses at commercial and industrial scale, and for 
individual consumers (Figure 3.22). Digitalization 
allows higher utilization of assets, improved energy 
efficiency, grid integration of renewables, and the 
ability to implement new business models.

For example, several Local Energy Market trials (such 
as the TraDER project in Orkney, Scotland) are testing 
automation of flexible demand, generation, heating 
and storage for domestic and business power users. 
The overall objective is a more efficient and intelligent 
system where electricity demand and consumption 
are better matched to reduce the need to curtail 
renewable generation. 

Electricity systems are typically regarded as 
critical infrastructure and energy systems are 
attractive targets for criminals, terrorists and 
adversarial foreign governments. Therefore, 
cyber security is a high priority. In addition, 
there are key questions to be addressed about 
our trust in and reliance on the algorithms 
playing an important role in the increasing 
automation of these complex energy systems. 
TSOs and DSOs will need to consider the cyber 
security implications. The most secure system is 
an isolated one (e.g. ‘islanded’). In contrast, 
digitalization promotes the interconnection of 
sensors and systems. The enactment of cyber-
security laws for critical infrastructure in the 
energy industry could potentially slow the 
progress of digital initiatives.29

 — Artificial intelligence
 — Machine learning
 — Big data
 — Blockchain

 — Large and small
 — Distributed
 — Cloud
 — Edge

 — Proliferation of data
 — Decreasing cost of 

sensors
 — IoT

 — Internet
 — Mobile
 — 5G

29     https://es.catapult.org.uk/news/a-new-exchange-for-flexibility/
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FIGURE 3.21

Digital Technology
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FIGURE 3.22

The impact of digital technologies on power supply and use stakeholders

Data sharing between asset owners, 
operators, regulators and investors 
enabling enhanced cooperation 
between stakeholders leading to a 
more connected energy system

Digital twin for wind turbine remaining life 
calculations enabling operational decisions 
to be automated in response to grid signals 
leading to a more reliable energy system

ENERGY SUPPLIERS & AGGREGATORS
—   Enables improved data from smart meters
—   Allows peer-to-peer trading platforms

POLICYMAKERS & REGULATORS
—   Support further technology developments 
—   Requires new regulation

GENERATORS 
—   Improves forecasting
—   Lowers costs of monitoring and control
—   Improves performance

PROSUMERS & CONSUMERS
—    Increases data collection and communication
—    Distributes control
—    Allows greater empowerment

CONNECTED INTELLIGENT EFFICIENT RELIABLE SUSTAINABLE

Blockchain for decentralized energy 
transactions, renewable energy provenance, 
metering and billing leading to a more 
intelligent energy system

Drone and remote sensing 
(UAVs) for efficient solar park 
inspections leading to more 
efficient operations

Artificial intelligence  and machine learning 
for automated scheduling of charging 
based on forecast usage, generation and 
distribution network usage leading to a 
more sustainable energy system

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATORS
—   Enables smart distribution substations 
—   Allows greater influence  of consumption 

through better connectivity
—   Provides new tools for balancing the system 

resulting in greater flexibility 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OPERATORS
—   Enables use of more & smarter sensors
—   Allows greater value  from data
—   Improves performance and 

understanding of end-user behaviour

Digital technologies will impact all stakeholders by making the power system more:

Power cables

KEY

Underground power cables
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4.1 GOVERNMENT/REGULATORS

Our modelling predicts that the expected pace 
of the energy transition will fail to meet the ‘well 
below 2°C’ limit set out in the Paris Agreement. 
Policymakers and society will need to consider 
whether this is acceptable, or if greater efforts 
should be made to transition faster. Over the next 
decade, climate-change policies will increasingly 
drive the transition towards a low-carbon energy 
system. Governments and regulators should take 
away from our ETO Model’s findings the huge shift 
that we predict in the electricity system, moving 
to more than 60% of electrical generation from 
variable renewables by 2050. They should consider 
which policies will enable this to happen quickly 
enough, sustainably, and fairly. Regulatory certainty 
will be important to promote investments in high 
capital-intensive infrastructure with long periods of 
return. Consideration should also be given to 
aspects such as potential relaxation of site permitting 
for renewables, continued investment in grid 
infrastructure, and the opportunities for job 
creation and improved standards of living for many 
relatively disadvantaged people. 

Three examples of government-led mechanisms 
and programmes that have and will continue to 
drive energy-related emissions lower are:

 — The European Green Deal: Launched in December 
2019 as the new EU framework response to the 
climate emergency and economic growth strategy, 
it sets out a binding objective of climate neutrality 
in the Union by 2050. Companies will be driven 
to act or face penalties.

 —  India’s Performance, Achieve and Trade (PAT) 
scheme has required Specific Energy Consumption 
(SEC) targets mandated for large companies 
in eight energy-intensive sectors that together 
account for a third of fossil-fuel consumption 
in the country – aluminium, cement, iron and 
steel, chlor-alkali, thermal power plants, 
fertilizers, paper and pulp, and textiles.30

 — California executive order B-55-18 mandates that 
the state achieve carbon neutrality by 2045 and 
maintain net negative emissions thereafter.31

Electricity market regulators should give greater 
consideration to how power markets should be 
designed to efficiently integrate large volumes 
of variable generation. Dynamic, closer to real-time 
market operation should remunerate resources for 
providing network services e.g. for providing 
reserves to ensure safe network operation in 
case of major system disturbances, and for 
providing regulation to ensure networks 
operate within constraints.

For other sectors, such as EVs, we encourage 
governments and regulators to review our 
forecasted regional rates of EV adoption,  
where the right balance of ‘pull’ factors (e.g. tax 
incentives), and ‘push’ factors (e.g. investment in 
charging infrastructure), will be key to rapidly 
reducing transport-related emissions. Our results  
for hydrogen emphasize that this is an area for 
governments to monitor and support R&D activities.

4 TAKEAWAYS FOR  
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
This section draws on Chapters 2 and 3 to provide insight 
on the implications for specific types of stakeholders.

30     Bureau of Energy Efficiency. https://beeindia.gov.in/.
31     https://www.ca.gov/archive/gov39/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/9.10.18-Executive-Order.pdf
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4.2  FINANCIERS/INVESTORS

Our outlook’s most significant takeaway for 
financiers and investors is the huge investment 
required for a successful transition. There will be 
substantial opportunities for investment in new 
generation, most notably solar PV and wind; new 
and upgraded grid infrastructure; and, in new 
applications in energy use.

The current global pandemic and consequential 
macroeconomic challenges, despite massive 
mitigation measures announced or planned by 
national governments and the EU, will have a 
dampening effect on investment decisions. 
However, we recognize that abundant capital is 
available, and that power-sector investment 
decisions will continue to be made relative to 
returns achievable elsewhere. In this regard, 
investment in renewable energy projects remains 
attractive for many investors, and the current 
market is providing new opportunities. Equity 
investors are seeing attractive openings while 
debt financing is proving more expensive in a 
high-risk environment. In some markets, we 
foresee continued strong interest in wind and 
solar projects, both from capital moving from oil 
and gas investments, and from institutional investors 
with a longer-term view.

We encourage the finance community to take 
away this longer-term perspective of our ETO 
Model results, as project risks cannot be easily 
assessed on the basis of current power-price 
fluctuations, decreased overall demand, supply-
chain issues, and generation priorities. Even with a 
longer-term view, investors will need to consider 
aspects such as increased uncertainty in power-

plant revenue streams, largely due to renewables 
increasingly becoming subsidy-free, but also 
because of the greater volatility in power prices 
that all generators will experience. For investment 
in variable renewables, the uncertainty in the 
revenue stream is compounded by the impact of 
‘price cannibalization’. One mitigating measure in 
which we are seeing increasing interest is corporate 
power purchase agreements (PPAs), which can 
provide greater certainty to all parties.

Companies have always found it tough to source 
finance from local financial institutions for energy 
efficiency. Many models have been tested to drive 
greater financial assistance to companies. Banks 
have historically not understood energy efficiency 
well enough and have not had the means to 
aggregate large loan books at a low cost of 
portfolio acquisition. Given the urgent need, we 
envisage more engagement from banks on this 
topic, supported potentially by government 
loan-guarantee schemes, particularly in emerging 
markets. Other promising approaches that have 
worked in both developed and emerging markets 
include Results-Based Financing (RBF) where 
companies obtain preferential rates from their 
lenders for showing they have achieved certain 
levels of energy and/or CO2 reduction rather than 
simply deploying an energy-efficiency measure. 

The ETO also flags the opportunity to invest  
in newer technologies – such as EV charging 
infrastructure, new vehicle manufacturers, and 
fleet electrification – as well as the risk of investing 
in older technology that may result in some assets 
becoming stranded due to the clear shift away 
from using fossil fuels.
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4.3 DEVELOPERS AND OWNERS

This category also considers international oil 
companies diversifying into renewables and other 
clean technologies.

The major takeaway for developers and owners in 
the power sector is that we predict the annual 
additional capacity of wind and solar PV projects 
to keep rising almost every year globally throughout 
the forecast period (Figure 4.1). A staggering 840 
GW of new capacity will be installed in 2050, 
presenting a huge opportunity for this stakeholder 
group. The challenges will be to find the right sites, 
swiftly adapt to changing incentive schemes and 
regulations, and manage the transition to subsidy-
free renewables. With greater reliance on revenue 
from open power markets, developers and owners 
will need greater understanding of electricity 
market opportunities and risks. They will also need 
to assess alternative approaches to maximize the 
value of their developments, such as incorporating 

storage into their projects, or operating their sites 
for maximum revenue rather than maximum 
generation; e.g. by curtailing production to 
conserve life during periods of low power prices.

Owners of power-plant portfolios will need to 
adapt to the rising proportion of variable 
renewables. Thermal power plants will need 
increasingly to provide flexibility to the power 
system. Renewables will play a more integral role  
in the grid, providing services such as frequency 
response and reactive power. Management of 
huge portfolios of distributed wind and solar sites 
will also need to become more efficient, with 
owners utilizing the latest digital technologies for 
smarter operations. 

While wind and solar will dominate, there will also 
be opportunities for the development of hydropower 
projects and gas-fired power plants.  
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4.4 RENEWABLES MANUFACTURERS

The installed capacity of solar PV during 2030 
will be approximately triple that installed during 
2019. ETO results such as this present both 
opportunities and challenges for renewables 
manufacturers. There is a huge potential market 
for their products, with long-term sustained 
prospects. However, manufacturers will need to 
scale up production and compete for market 
share. We expect further consolidation within 
the industry as the sector strives to achieve 
lower LCOE and margins remain tight. Over the 
ETO Model’s forecast period, they will increasingly 
need to consider the opportunity for operation 
and maintenance revenue streams from massive 
portfolios of deployed products.

Efforts to reduce LCOE, accelerated by the 
shift to subsidy-free renewables, will require 
manufacturers to continue investing in technology 
advancements enabling greater energy capture. 
With technology continuing to advance, production 
runs for particular turbine models or solar 
modules can sometimes be short-lived. This 
presents a challenge for manufacturers who  
are simultaneously trying to scale up production 
and benefit from economies of scale. 

They will have to evaluate the supply of critical  
raw material as the volume of products increases. 
As prices of products such as solar modules 
continue to drop, transportation becomes a 
larger percentage of the cost of the final delivered 
product. Hence, manufacturers will increasingly 
need to assess where plant is located relative to 
demand, and to comply with manufacturing 
localization requirements.

4.5 UTILITIES, AND TRANSMISSION AND 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATORS

The term ‘utility’ is commonly used in North 
America and elsewhere to describe private  
or publicly-owned entities that are publicly 
regulated, own electricity transmission or 
distribution infrastructure, and may also generate 
and supply energy. Therefore, this section covers  
the impacts for some or all of the functions of a 
generator, TSO, DSO, supplier, or aggregator.

Our Outlook shows that despite energy demand 
peaking in the early 2030s and then declining, 
demand for electricity will double from today’s 
levels out to 2050. Utilities will need to plan for  
this demand growth, assessing their options  
for owning generation themselves or purchasing 
power from independent power producers,  
while ensuring that they meet the low-carbon 
requirements of customers and regulators. 

Utilities should also take away the increasing 
consensus that a modern digitalized and data-
driven energy system will be key to enabling a 
high penetration of renewables and electrification  
of transport. This will result in an increasing 
number of customers with rooftop solar and EVs, 
who will want more flexible pricing options. 

With their common interest in integrating 
more renewables, we expect to see closer 
collaboration between DNOs and TSOs; 
DNOs transitioning to DSOs and procuring 
more grid services; and a growth in cross-
border ancillary services. Electricity transmission 
and distribution systems will experience much 
greater variations in power flows, and more 
extremes of high usage and low usage, including 
periods of reverse flow in distribution systems. 
Planning upgrades to cope with this is an important 
takeaway for system operators. 
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Non-wire alternatives will be one solution for DSOs; 
e.g. utilizing storage to cope with peak power usage 
may delay or avoid an upgrade. New infrastructure 
will also be needed to cope with potential problems 
from harmonic currents due to larger volumes of 
demand and generation being converter-connected.

4.6 ENERGY BUYERS AND USERS

For large corporates and heavy industry, our ETO 
highlights the continued need to strive for more 
energy-efficient and low-carbon options. As 
discussed in Section 3.4, energy efficiency is a 
low-cost, readily available way to reduce carbon 
emissions, though its current implementation is far 
lower than justified by cost-savings achievable. 
This presents an opportunity for buyers to 
re-assess routes to reduce energy spend and 
emissions. For instance, we recommend greater 
scrutiny of the dynamics of electricity markets, 
including aspects such as peak prices and how to 
avoid them. This will be increasingly important as 
society transitions to greater electrification 
supplied by variable renewables. One trend 
among our customers is the deployment of local 
generation at their facilities, be it rooftop solar 
in Texas or wind turbines on land owned by 
manufacturers in Denmark. We expect this 
trend will continue over the forecast period, 
especially when combined with battery storage.

Larger energy consumers will need to increasingly 
pay closer attention to government policies and 
regulations regarding climate-change initiatives. 
These may present opportunities for support with 
energy-efficiency initiatives but may also bring 
penalties for exceeding emissions thresholds. One 
such significant policy is the European Green Deal, 
the new EU framework response to the climate 
emergency, setting out a binding objective of 
climate neutrality in the Union by 2050. Achieving 
2050 emissions reduction targets will be a key 

driver of corporate and manufacturing action on 
many energy-related topics. Given that measures 
today will have a disproportionately higher impact 
than those in five to ten years’ time, companies 
with the foresight and resources to act now will 
benefit from higher valuations and growth. 

Other takeaways for major energy consumers are: 
the opportunity to benefit from digitalization, 
enabling energy cost savings through smarter 
building management and greater monitoring 
and autonomy of manufacturing; the opportunity 
for additional revenue streams from providing grid 
flexibility solutions; the risk of stranded assets, 
such as industrial boilers with operational lives up 
to 40 years and the risk of greater dependence on 
increasingly volatile electricity prices, potentially 
mitigated through corporate PPAs.  
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5.1 COVID-19 IMPACT

The COVID-19 crisis is impacting profoundly on 
every aspect of our lives. The energy sector is no 
exception. DNV GL has published reports on the 
impact of the coronavirus crisis on utilities in the 
US,32 on the wholesale European33 and Nordic 
power markets,34 and on the electricity market in 
Singapore.35 This section summarizes those reports, 
adding further insight from our experts.

National energy authorities worldwide are 
reporting that COVID-19-related lockdowns and 
restrictions on business activity are resulting in 
significant and rapid drops in electricity demand. 
Electricity consumption increased quickly as 
confinement and other restrictions eased; but as 
Table 5.1 shows, consumption levels remained 
significantly below historic levels up to five weeks 
after partial easing of restrictions.

5 THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

The ETO Model makes forecasts based on our assumptions about 
long-term trends. This section identifies trends likely to have a greater 
impact on the power sector over the next five years. 

TABLE 5.1

Reductions in energy use after COVID-19 restrictions

Country Maximum 
reduction

Lockdown day  
of maximum 
reduction

Day Restrictions 
lifted

Reduction  
@ Day 70–75

Italy 29% 42 42 9%

India 24% 14 50 4%

Germany 20% 30 36 16%

France 22% 15 56 11%

UK 23% 30 52 18%

Spain 20% 31 37 16%

US –New York City Area 15% 22 80 13%

Sources: IEA, NY ISO

32     DNV GL special report: COVID-19, DNV GL, April 2020. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/covid-19-u-s-market-implications-173436.
33     COVID-19: The impact on the power market in Europe, DNV GL, April 2020. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/covid-19-european-market-implications-172175.
34     COVID-19: the impact on the European and Nordic power market, DNV GL, May 2020. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/covid-19-european-and-nordic-

market-implications-176946
35      COVID-19: The impact on the Singapore electricity market, DNV GL, May 2020. https://www.dnvgl.com/publications/covid-19-singapore-market-implications-176402.
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Analysis of billing data from individual DSOs in the 
US shows commercial consumption decreased more 
quickly and to a greater degree than residential use. 
In fact, residential use increased slightly in some 
areas of the US as more people worked from home, 
a trend seen globally.

Figure 5.1 shows the pattern of peak hours did 
not change greatly during COVID-19 restrictions 
when compared with the previous year; however, 
the volume of consumption during peak periods 
was much lower.

Discussions with manufacturers in various energy-
intensive industries across Europe have indicated 
that while they are continuing production in 2020, 
it is at a reduced level, with some expecting the 
reduction to continue into the first half of 2021. 
Some companies have halted their continuous 
improvement measures related to energy 
(considering them to be discretionary spending)  
to shift focus instead to production in an attempt  
to stabilize their businesses and save short-term 
investments. For example, some multinationals we 

work with have ceased work on energy-efficiency 
initiatives during the period of lockdown, as they 
shifted their focus to business continuity. Where 
companies continue initiatives, such as ISO 50001 
implementation, they will continue to save energy 
and cost in the longer term.

Impacts on project delivery are also anticipated.  
Of the 125 GW of solar PV destined for deployment 
worldwide in 2020 we expect approximately 110 
GW will now be installed. However, rooftop solar, 
which directly affects power consumption in 
buildings, is being hit much harder. In the US, the 
Solar Energy Industry Association forecasts that 
rooftop solar installed capacity could fall by as much 
as 70% in 2020 versus the prior year, driven both by 
COVID-19 restrictions on visiting customer premises 
and a scheduled decrease in the Investment Tax 
Credit for solar PV installations.36

Although there may be a short-term impact on  
the rate of installation of additional renewables 
projects, existing projects are continuing to 
generate, often taking priority, as electricity 

FIGURE 5.1

Daily load shapes for mid-May 2019 and 2020: Consolidated Edison, New York City

36      California Solar + Storage Association, 2020. ‘Initial impacts of COVID-19 on the California solar and storage industry.’ https://solarindustrymag.com/
covid-19-impacts-californias-solarstorage-industry.

Source: NY ISO 
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demand has dropped. This has resulted in 
higher renewables penetration; e.g. up to 70% 
renewables on some days in Germany. While 
presenting grid operators with a challenge, this 
also provides a glimpse of the power systems of 
the future. In Germany the generation from coal 
has been significantly reduced in the second quarter 
of this year; in the UK there have been more than 60 
days with no electricity from coal. Grids have coped 
with this shift in the generation mix through 
well-established forecasting, planning and 
scheduling processes, and the application of 
flexibility options, all of which will see greater 
emphasis as the energy transition develops. 

Governments worldwide are undertaking large 
programmes of public spending and investment 
to offset the demand reduction triggered by 
COVID-19 and restrictions on economic activity. 
Environmental advocates and many policymakers  
have identified spending and investment in 
energy efficiency, customer-sited renewables, 
and distribution-grid modernization to accommodate 
distributed generation as effective channels for 
economic stimulus. Supply chains for these 
technologies are largely in place; business models 
are relatively mature; technical and financial risks are 
well-understood and manageable; and carbon 
reductions have been demonstrated. 

Despite these clear merits, not all nations are 
including clean-energy investments in their 
stimulus packages. The US Congress, for example, 
has passed three coronavirus stimulus bills calling 
for spending of roughly USD 2trn. However, none  
of those funds are targeted specifically at energy 
projects or infrastructure. The EU, in contrast,  
is planning to spend or invest EUR 503bn of its own 
budget, and to leverage an additional EUR 500bn 
from special-purpose financial institutions and 
national funds to pursue carbon-reduction goals.

Many companies will survive the COVID-19 situation 
and are likely to want to continue with their 2050 
net-zero plans. The crisis has in some cases focused 
a stronger spotlight on emissions-reduction targets 

and created impetus to make the transition happen 
faster. Of course, the commercial and financial 
realities and priorities will be a challenge, and as 
countries and markets reopen for business, companies 
will review their business structures to first stabilize and 
then position for future growth in this new paradigm. 
But the cost of not taking action now could be 
severe. So, the dynamics will vary by company 
and sector, with some delaying action on 
decarbonization while others address this with 
renewed zeal. 

There have also been various implications for power 
markets globally. In response to the COVID-19 crisis, 
utilities in many US states executed programmes to 
assist customers experiencing financial hardship by 
implementing disconnection moratoriums and 
offering payment assistance. Various regulators 
authorized the creation of a regulatory asset to track 
the incremental COVID-19 costs on regulated 
utilities. There was opportunistic electricity 
and natural gas buying by commercial customers 
taking advantage of lower wholesale prices for the 
balance of 2020 and for longer terms up to 10 years.

Based on our own European wholesale power 
price forecasts for 2020–2021, indications are that 
the impact of COVID-19 will result in power prices 
remaining 20% below pre-crisis levels in 2020. They 
could even drop to 30% below pre-crisis levels in 
2021 if the global economy recovers slowly. We 
anticipate annual CO2 emissions from power 
generation falling by more than 100 Mt because of 
lower electricity demand and continued coal-to-gas 
switching driven by sustained EU Allowance price 
levels. Key implications for stakeholders in Europe 
are as follows:

 — The current uncertainty has led to high demand 
for hedging transactions for 2021.

 — Investment decisions in wind and solar power 
projects exposed to wholesale power markets 
are still attractive but may see delays awaiting 
an uptake in forward power markets and a reduction 
of market volatility. 
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 — Gas-fired power generators continue to provide 
generation flexibility. 

 — As the economics of dispatch for hard-coal-fired 
power generation are significantly impacted by 
the coronavirus crisis, mothballing or earlier 
closure might be considered in the case of slow 
recovery in the global economy. 

5.2 GENERATION

The installed capacity of solar and wind plants  
will more than double from 1,250 GW in 2019 to 
2,690 GW in 2025. Growth is forecast in all regions, 
with significant expansion in Greater China, 
Europe, the Indian Subcontinent and North 
America. In India itself the government has a 
target of 330 GW of renewables capacity by 2030; 
with a current installed capacity of 87 GW there is 
much to do by mid-decade.

The next five years will also see variable renewables 
increasingly become subsidy-free. This is only 
attainable with further reduction in the LCOE and 
improved integration of renewables into electricity 
markets. Lower LCOE for renewables will be achieved 
through technological improvements, economies of 
scale, and lower cost of capital for proven power 
plants. Some technological advances that will have 
the greatest impact over the coming five years will 
include bifacial solar modules, ever larger wind 
turbines, floating solar and, around 2025, floating 
wind. The combination of these technologies with 
smarter management and analysis of data, increasing 
uptake of digital technologies and intelligent control 
to maximize the capture price, will lead to more 
efficient and cost-effective wind and solar plants. 

The first half of this decade will see wind and solar 
power plants taking on a greater role in the power 
system, providing the grid with more services such 
as frequency response, reactive power and synthetic 
inertia. As renewables projects become subsidy-
free, increasingly running as ‘merchant plants’ and 

adapting to enable additional revenue streams, so 
will electricity markets adapt to accommodate the 
increasingly variable generation. The markets will 
operate closer to real time and accommodate 
greater flexibility to ensure the true value of 
generation can be realized. In more mature markets 
this will result in renewables combining with storage 
and demand response to operate as virtual power 
plants. In less mature markets, such as in India, 
systems will transition to renewables participating at 
variable pricing rather than selling at a fixed price.

There will also be an increasing trend for variable 
renewables projects to be developed on the basis 
of corporate PPAs sharing risk with other parties to 
mitigate the variability of revenue streams when 
trading on fluctuating power markets. 

Greater fluctuations in power markets during the next 
five years will present further opportunities for 
flexibility solutions such as battery storage. We 
anticipate an increasing trend for renewables to be 
combined with storage to provide dispatchable 
power, in particular solar PV; and a trend for the 
duration of storage facilities to shift from being 
between one and two hours to instead last four hours 
or more. This will be most notable in the more mature 
markets for storage – China, Japan, South Korea and 
the US. For storage solutions that require charging or 
discharging times longer than six hours, alternative 
technologies to Li-ion batteries are potentially more 
cost effective.37 Examples of such technologies 
include vanadium redox flow batteries, zinc-bromine 
hybrid flow batteries, and compressed air or gravity-
based solutions. By mid-decade we will likely see 
which technology proves to be the most promising 
longer duration solution. 

Coal generation in Europe and North America  
will drop significantly over the next five years,  
to approximately 30% and 27% of today’s levels 
respectively. UK reliance on coal has declined from 
around 40% in 2012 to less than 3% in 2019, and the 
government has committed to phasing coal out by 2024. 

37     'Can flow batteries compete with Li-ion?’, J. Dagett, DNV GL, Jan 2019. https://blogs.dnvgl.com/energy/can-flow-batteries-compete-with-li-ion
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Germany has decided on a stepwise phasing out of 
coal through to 2038 but will shut down nuclear 
generation in 2022. While we do not predict such  
a rapid decline in coal generation for other regions,  
it needs monitoring over the coming years to assess 
whether coal will decline earlier than predicted in 
these geographies. Political will and technological 
advances will be the deciding factors.

5.3 THE GRID

Huge infrastructure investments in power systems 
around the world will be a key element of the energy 
transition. This will be due to growth in demand for 
electricity, increased generation and integration of 
variable renewables. For the next five years, the 
following trends can be expected in order to meet 
these demands, maintain reliability, and reduce costs:

 — Digital transformation

 — Reinforcement and better utilization  
of existing networks

 — HVDC applications for interconnection  
and offshore wind integration

 — Future testing and interoperability.

Digital transformation
The digital transformation of utilities goes beyond 
data communication and automation. It involves 
utility core processes allowing for the wider 
participation of distributed energy resources. 
Appropriate data platforms must be created to 
prove a much higher level of transparency of 
security and capacity calculations for integrated 
regional systems. The transformation of DNOs  
to DSOs and Active System Management with 
intensified TSO and DSO cooperation can only 
be achieved based on digital platforms.

Over the next five years next-generation grid 
operations will be based on a modular structure 
of multiple vendors, each exchanging data and 
information based on the Common Information 

Model. Further standardization is required, and 
interoperability tests of interfaces for both grid 
models and market information exchanges are 
needed for efficient implementation of this model.

Reinforcement and better utilization  
of existing networks
Increasing the capacity of existing power lines will be 
important over the next five years. This will be one of 
the cheaper and faster solutions to integrating 
renewables rather than constructing new transmission 
lines. The reinforcement of existing transmission and 
distribution routes faces fewer permitting hurdles. It 
reduces the overall environmental impact and thus 
leads to higher acceptance in the NIMBY (‘not in my 
backyard) debate. The following main options are 
available in this context: upgrading existing 
overhead power lines (OHL); optimizing OHL 
architectures to limit electromagnetic fields and 
thus the required right of way; combining different 
lines, embedding an additional HVAC circuit or even 
a new HVDC system within an already existing 
OHL route; and increasing flexibility of existing 
HVAC networks. 

HVDC applications for interconnection and 
offshore wind integration
Various HVDC projects are planned or already ongoing 
driven by interconnection of non-synchronous 
networks, bulk power long-distance transmission 
within grids, and the connection of offshore wind 
farms. The following are the main ongoing 
HVDC technology paths: hybrid grids with 
embedded HVDC links; 525 kV DC cables; 
establishing multi-terminal HVDC schemes  
as multi-vendor systems;38 further standardization 
of HVDC equipment; and more compact HVDC 
equipment for offshore platforms.

Future testing and interoperability
Power electronics and software-controlled 
equipment will dominate the future grid  
(e.g. HVDC converters, wind turbines, solar 
applications, storage). These have a more complex 

38     For example, the large European innovation program PROMOTioN is investigating the methods and requirements for establishing a meshed HVDC grid in the North Sea.
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interaction with the grid than conventional 
installations and will require new test methods 
to prove reliability of the integrated power system 
(Figure 5.2). These new test methods will verify and 
validate the behaviour of the control system under 
real operating conditions, by control hardware-in-
the-loop (CHIL) testing and real-time simulation. 
This will represent the grid and provide real-time 
output signals to – and receive real-time input 
signals from – the controller under test. This future 
testing will be additional to existing testing, such as 
type testing and grid compliance testing. 

5.4 USE OF POWER

The technological building blocks for the next 
phase of decarbonization of energy used in 
buildings and manufacturing are in place at 
prices that are cost-effective for a large swathe 
of customers and applications. The challenges of 
the next five years will be to put the public policies 

and private-sector business models in place to 
accelerate adoption. We believe the major 
challenges fall into the following categories.

Transparent, stable carbon-pricing mechanisms
Without such mechanisms for pricing carbon 
emissions, it will be very difficult to provide the 
requisite returns to the hundreds of millions of 
energy consumers whose investments in energy 
efficiency and electrification are needed to meet 
carbon-reduction goals. The slow uptake of electric 
heat pumps illustrates the issue. The economics of 
substituting electric heat pumps for fossil-fuel 
heating equipment depend on the relative prices 
of natural gas and electricity, and the stability of that 
relationship over the life cycle of the new equipment. 
Our customers report that the recent collapse in gas 
prices precipitated by COVID-19 restrictions has 
dampened customer interest in investments in 
natural-gas efficiency or fuel-switching technologies.39

FIGURE 5.2

Power system verification of digitally controlled components and system testing

Type test 
hardware only 
(component)

39     In Europe and North America, peak winter wholesale prices have decreased steadily since 2005. In the US, wholesale prices at the Henry Hub 
were USD 1.43/mmBTU in May 2020, versus USD 2.59/mmBTU in May 2019.
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Policies that provide a stable, predictable price 
for carbon focus customer attention on investments 
that reduce emissions, lessen their risk, and increase 
their rewards. Such policies can take the form of  
a carbon tax or a cap-and-trade system with 
proceeds from the schemes used to fund 
subsidies for energy-efficiency investments. 
Some examples include the following: 

 — The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative,  
a consortium of nine states in the northeast 
US administers a cap-and-trade system for 
electricity generators. It has resulted in annual 
energy bill savings of USD 129m, with carbon 
savings of 438 Mt. 

 — Phase 4 of the EU Emissions Trading System 
(ETS), scheduled to come into effect in 2021,  
will feature a modernization fund to support 
investments in modernizing the power 
sector and wider energy systems.

Equity Considerations. Any carbon-pricing scheme  
is likely to have disproportionate impacts on 
low-income individuals and small businesses, 
which pay a greater share of their income for 
energy than richer people and larger companies. 
Therefore, all schemes to redistribute funds 
collected for emissions allowances or carbon 
taxes should earmark expenditures for the benefit 
of low-income individuals and communities,  
as well as for small businesses. 

Digitalization. In order to capture value from grid 
services such as demand response, distributed 
storage, and ancillary services, customers and 
aggregators need to be able to measure premise-
level electric demand in intervals from five minutes 
to one hour. Rollout of ‘smart meters’ capable of 
capturing and transmitting interval load data has 
advanced in all global regions. In Asia (China, Japan, 

India, South Korea) and Europe, roughly 70% of 
electricity customers have smart meters as of early 
2020. The corresponding figure in the US is 53%.40 
While this level of deployment is encouraging,  
a recent study by the American Council for an 
Energy-Efficient Economy found that only 22 of 52 
electric utilities surveyed were using their deployed 
smart meters for demand-management activities. 
These findings are consistent with our experience in 
providing load analysis services to electric utilities. 
Clearly, utilities will need to make greater efforts in 
the next five years to harvest the potential benefits 
from the massive investments they have made in 
advanced metering infrastructure.

We anticipate greater application of digitalization 
in manufacturing over the next five years in 
relation to control systems, sensors and tools 
that move from descriptive analytics (looking at 
historical data) to predictive analytics (linked  
to root cause analysis) and more interestingly 
to prescriptive analytics (that looks at future 
assessment, optimization and decision making).

Heat Recovery. Particularly within the 
manufacturing sector, heat represents the vast 
majority of energy use. The next five years will 
see more activity to reduce heat demand 
through a combination of measures. One is 
heat-loss reduction through better insulation. 
Another is deployment of more sophisticated heat 
capture and reuse technologies, or through 
co-location with other companies that can use the 
waste heat through some mutually beneficial 
commercial arrangement. For example, waste heat 
from chemicals manufacturing can be used for 
nearby greenhouses.

40     Gold, Rachel, et al. 2020. ‘Leveraging Advanced Metering Infrastructure to Save Energy’. American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy. January 27, 2020. 
https://www.aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/u2001.pdf; European Commission, Joint Research Centre. ‘Smart Electricity Systems and 
Interoperability. Smart Metering Deployment in the European Union’. Updated May 27, 2020. https://ses.jrc.ec.europa.eu/smart-metering-deployment-european-
union. Enterprise IoT Insights, ‘Asia’s Largest Markets to Reach 996 million smart electricity meters in 2024’. https://enterpriseiotinsights.com/20190628/smart-
cities/asia-largest-markets-reach-966-million-smart-electricity-meters-2024
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5.5 TRANSITION FASTER TOGETHER

Our forecast indicates that the average global 
temperature is most likely to be 2.3°C above 
pre-industrial levels in 2050. This level of warming 
risks severe global environmental impact, so we 
need to speed up the energy transition. 

We are now facing the immense challenge of 
transitioning to a clean energy future while being 
in the middle of an unprecedented global pandemic. 
The coronavirus crisis has already impacted 
dramatically on energy use; demand is expected 
to fall 8% through to 2050, and CO2 emissions have 
already peaked.41 While this seems good news for 
decarbonization as demand for hydrocarbons 
reduces and oil supply moves along a plateau, there 
is concern that long-term economic uncertainty 
could slow and/or dampen climate initiatives. The 
undoubted good news is that many governments 
are working to achieve a sustainable economic 
recovery by committing to ‘green’ stimulus packages, 
as evidenced by the European Commission’s 
proposed EUR 500bn recovery fund earmarked 
for green investments. 

Despite these positive signals from governments 
regarding economic support, project delays due to 
supply-chain disruption and lender concerns are 
possibilities. In many regions inflexible regulation 
also drives up the cost of renewable energy 
projects. Support for global supply chains and 
partnerships is needed to reduce costs, making 
projects economically feasible and driving long-
term progress for the industry globally and locally. 

Amid this turmoil, the industry also needs to look  
for ways to implement rapid and lasting change that 
can help us transition faster. We need policies for 
carbon taxes or ETS-style schemes. 

We need efficiency and standardization of 
development and support to improve clean 
technology solutions. For the wind industry, these 
mean larger turbines that can generate more power 
to bring down the cost of energy. Solar PV needs 
support to keep adding new generation capacity,  
as well as a push for uptake of innovative solutions, 
such as bifacial solar modules. Continued 
development of battery technologies will be key to  
a faster transition. Further improvements in the cost, 
energy density, weight and volume of electric 
batteries will enable wider use of battery-storage 
systems and accelerate the adoption of EVs.

Power grids will need to be future-proof to cope 
with both integrating renewables and consumption 
shifts resulting from electrification of transport and 
heat. Grids are smarter than ever, but they need 
significant reinforcement, stronger interconnection, 
and greater flexibility through embracing 
digitalization and greater use of options such as 
demand response. Electric heating in buildings 
and manufacturing needs to be managed 
intelligently both to reduce demand and to work 
flexibly to aid integration of variable renewables.

Hydrogen, and CCS, will also play a role. 
Investments in green hydrogen production through 
electrolysis powered from renewable sources will be 
an important aspect of the future energy ecosystem. 
The industry is already exploring projects that 
convert natural gas to hydrogen, with CCS capturing 
the resulting CO2. This ‘blue hydrogen’ represents 
an opportunity to develop low-carbon solutions for 
heating and transportation.

While the depth of the climate crisis is immense, 
we have the technologies to prevent unsustainable 
global warming. Companies and governments 
must act now to accelerate the uptake of renewables, 
future-proof our power grids and improve energy-
efficiency measures enabling us to transition 
faster together.42 

41      ‘The impact of COVID-19 on the energy transition’, DNV GL, June 2020
42     www.dnvgl.com/transition-faster
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ENERGY TRANSITION OUTLOOK
Our main publication details our model-based 
forecast of the world’s energy system through to 
2050. It gives our independent view of what we 
consider the most likely trajectory of the coming 
energy transition, covering:

 − The global energy demand for transport, 
buildings, and manufacturing, 

 − The changing energy supply mix, energy 
efficiency and expenditures

 − Detailed energy outlooks for 10 world regions
 −  The climate implications of our forecast and 
solutions for closing the gap to well below 2°C 

We also provide background details on the 
workings of our model and on our main 
assumptions (including population, GDP, 
technology costs and government policy).   
Our 2020 Outlook also details the impact  
of COVID-19 on the energy transition. 

POWER SUPPLY AND USE
This report presents implications of our energy 
forecast to 2050 for key stakeholders involved 
in electricity generation, electricity transmission  
and distribution, and energy use. Amidst  
electricity use increasing rapidly and production 
becoming dominated by renewables, the report 
details important industry implications.  
These include: 

 − Substantial opportunities for those parties 
involved in solar and wind generation

 − Massive expansion, reinforcement and upgrad-
ing of transmission and distribution networks

 − Further need for implementation of energy 
efficiency measures

 − Acceleration of the electric vehicle revolution 
 − Digitalization enabling process improvements 
and smarter operations

 −  The energy transition is fast, but not fast enough 
to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement.

ENERGY TRANSITION OUTLOOK 2020
REPORTS OVERVIEW
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OIL AND GAS
This report provides the demand, supply, and 
investment forecast for hydrocarbons to 2050: 

 − The world is moving from more oil to cheapest 
oil as demand declines

 −  LNG is set to thrive in a strong gas market
 −  We forecast multiple energy transitions: from 
coal and oil to natural gas; and fossil fuels to 
renewables and decarbonized gas.

Further, we focus on decarbonizing the oil  
and gas industry: 

 −  Pressure is mounting as emissions are set  
to remain stubbornly high until mid-2030s

 −  Decarbonization is on the agenda of industry 
and government, but not at the pace or depth 
to meet the Paris Agreement

 −  Hydrogen and CCS have the potential to 
transform the industry.

MARITIME
This year’s Maritime Forecast aims to enhance the 
decision-making of shipowners as they navigate the 
technological, regulatory and market uncertain ties 
surrounding decarbonization: 

 − A library of 30 scenarios has been developed 
that project future fleet composition, energy use, 
fuel mix, and CO2 emissions to 2050. Each of our 
scenarios belongs to one of three distinct 
decarbonization pathways. 

 − We model 16 different fuel types and 10 fuel 
technology systems. We analyse how particu-
lar fuel technology alternatives perform 
commercially in a new Panamax bulk carrier as 
a case study. 

Managing decarbonization risks is critical to protect 
the future value, profitability, and competitiveness 
of a vessel. Picking the wrong fuel solution today 
can lead to a significant competitive disadvantage.
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